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By ROBERT BUMS
AP National Security Writer
OHA. Qatar iAP) — U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary'
said
Clinton
Rodham
Monday that Iran is becoming a
militar-y dictatorship, a new U.S.
accusation in the midst of rising
tensions with Iran over its nuclear
ambitions and crack down on antigovernment protesters.
Speaking to Arab students at
Carnegie Mellon's Doha campus.
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By Sherry McClain
MSU Public Relations
State
Murray
11111he
▪ University department of
• engineering and physics
will again be hosting the annual
-Girls in Engineering" event.
On Feb. 18 from 9:30-10:30
a.m. and 11:15-111.5 p.m. at the
Hoke Field House at Calloway.
County High School, more than
150 sixth-grade girls from
Calloway County and Murray
Middle schools will participate
in this activity.
Engineering"
in
"Girls
involves a competition modeled
after the "Survivor " television
show. with the girls working in
teams to pipe water from an
"oasis" to their "camps." They
have to design a PVC piping
system to transport the water
around, over and under obstacles. The water is then used to
tum a small generator and light
an LED, illustrating energy
conversion and electricity production.
The girls learn practical problem-solving skills, teamwork,
quantitative skills of measurement, engineering design and
economics in a supportive environment. The activity is mentoted by female engineering
students and faculty.
This marks the seventh year
for the event, which to date has
involved over 1,000 girls. The
event is sponsored by TVA and
MSU's office of regional stewardship to encourage girls to
'consider engineering as an area
Of study for future careers.
For more inforniation, contact
Pr. 'Fed Thiede. chair of the
MSU department of engineering and physics at (270) 8092993.
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Dan Forecast
Assoclated Press

Winter weather advisory in
Effect until noon CST !oday..
cloudy.
Monday...Mostly
the
in
likely
Snow
morning...Then a chance of
flurries in the afternoon. Snow
accumulation up to 1 inch.
Highs in the upper 20s. West
winds 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
precipitation 60 percent.
night...Mostly
Monday
cloudy. A chance of flurries.
Lows around -18. West winds 5
to 10 mph.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy. A
&lance of flurries. Highs in the
lower 30s. West winds 10 to 15
mph
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cioudy Lows around 20 West
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday. .Partiy sunny
Highs in the mid 30s. West
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday night. Paitki
cloudy. Lows around 20
Thursday ..Mostly sunny
Highs in the upper 30s
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Clinton: Iran becoming militaly dictatorship

MSU will
host 'Girls in
Engineering'
on Feb.18
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Iran becoming
dictatorship

previously prnalized construction
company he runs because of their
alleged involvement in producing
and spreading weapons of mass
destruction.
The Revolutionary Guard has
long been a pillar of Iran's regime
as a force separate from the ordinary armed forces. The Guard now
has a hand in every critical area,
including missile development, oil
resources. darn building. road construction, telecommunications and

nuclear technology.
It also has absorbed the paramilitary Basij as a full-fledged part of
its command structure --- giving the
inilitia greater funding and a
stronger presence in Iran's internal
politics.
Asked if the U.S. is planning a
military' attack on Iran, Clinton said
The U.S. is focused on gaining

IN See Page 3A

`Seussical'
opens at
Playhouse
this week
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff VVriter
S he spirit of Theodc.ir
Geisel - better known as
Dr. Seuss - will descend
upon Playhouse in the Park
starting Friday.
The first Playhouse production of 2010 is "Seussical the
Musical," by Lynn Ahrens and
Stephen Flaherty. The show
dekatted on Broadway in 2000
closed the following year.
but has proved to have a very
long life in community theaters
and, adionl groups across the
country. The show is a sort of
mish-masb of characters and
stories from some ot SCUM S
best-known book.s, including
"Horton Hears a Who!" "The
Cat in the Hat," "Green Eggs
and Ham,'' "How the Grisch
Stole Christmas." -The Butler
Battle Book," and many others.
The show's director, Lisa
Cope, is also the executive.
director of the Playhouse. She.
said one of thc board members;
Stacey Smith, had done the
show. where she teaches in
Marshall County and thought it
would be great for the
Playhouse's stock of eager
young actors. Cope said it fits
well with this year's overall
theme of "A Season of
Tradition" and coincides nicely
with Seuss's 106th birthday on
March 2. The author died in
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to scrape ice off his windshield but
Eric Dzieciolowski walked out of his house this morning expecting to merely have
instead found a flat tire needing his attention

More snow blankets area
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staft Writer
hile the roads were slick this
morning with a thin but hazardous sheet of ice and snow. the
worst appears to be over for now. the
National Weather Service said Monday
morning.
David Humphrey. lead forecaster with
the National Weather Service in Paducah.
said a winter weather advisory would be
in effect until noon today. Western

W

Kentucky' sheuld expect highs in the One vehicle had reportedly gone off the
lower 30s and lows in the lOs ter the rest road on Highway 641 south of Murray and
of the week. He also said there is a chance needed a tow out of a ditch. but no injuries
of small accumulation today and a chance were reported.
of light snow flurries off-and-on Tuesday.
Keith Todd, spokesman for the
The NWS is also forecasting a small Kentucky Department of Highways, sent
chance of snow Friday night and Saturday.
an alert to media at 7 a.m. advising
As of 7:30 a.m. Monday. no traffic accito slow down and allow extra
dents had been reponed in Murray. The motorists
of
dispatcher at the Calloway County travel time today. He said refreezing
one
only
far,
so
that
Sheriff's Office said
Page 2A
accident had been reported in the county. II See

IIII See Page 2A

Biden, Cheney spar over
anti-terrorism policies
ing al-Qaida Ignored the facts.
By STEVEN R. HURST
"We've eliminated 12 of
Associated Press Writer
W'ASHINGTON (APi — their top 20 people. We have
Former Vice President Dick taken out 100 of their associCheney says his successor, Joe ates," said Biden."They are in
Biden. is "dead wrong" about fact not able to do anything
terrorist threats facing the remotely.' like they were in the
United States. Biden says past. They are on the run. I
don't know where Dick
Cheney is "misinformed."
,Anti the feud goes on.
Cheney has been. Look, it's
Highly partisan public skir- one thing, again, to criticize
mishes between President It's another thing to sort of
Barack Obama's White House rewrite history. V•ihar is he
and Cheney., have become talking about?"
standard fare. And the backCheney insisted Biden was
and-forth on the Sunday morn- "dead wrong" to assert that a
ing talk shows did not disap- fresh Sept. 11-style strike was
point.
unlikely, calling a nuclear or
Biden struck first, declaring biological attack by al-Qaida
that Cheney's attacks on
Obania's commitment to fight- 11See Page 2A
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Beth Ray. of
HOME SHOW: Members ci the Calloway County Fire Rescue squad help
the Reg;onai
Martin Tenn., into turnout gear during the Home, Lawn and Farm Show at
with a variety of
Special Events Center Saturday, Vendors filled the upper and lower levels
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Clinton said Iran's Revolutionary
Guard Corps appears to have
gained so much power that it etTectively is supplanting the government.
"Iran is moving toward a military
dictatorship." she said. "That is our
view."
Last week the U S Treasury
Department announced that it was
freezing the assets in U.S. jurisdictions of a Revolutionary Guard
general and four subsidiaries of a
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III Snow...
From Front
melted snov. overnight had
caused problems for highway
crews by putting a light glaze of
ice on many roadways that was
quickly covered by light snow
that has continue to fall. Falling
temperatures overnight reduced
the impact of ice-fighting chemicals. Driving conditions on "B"
and "C" Snow Priority Routes
are not likely to imkrove much
until temperatures rise back into
the mid-20s, he said.
Seven automobiles were also
reported stuck this morning on a
hill near Campus Suites.

•Spar...
From Front
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
rehearsThe cast of Playhouse in the Park's upcoming production of "Seussical: The Musical"
5-7.
March
and
26-28
19-21,
Feb.
runs
show
The
night.
Thursday
number
es the opening
playing Horton the Elephant.
who discovers the tiny Who village that no one else can see and
From Front
tries his hardest to keep them
from harm. He said he used to
1991 at the age of 87.
Hanna Miner, 15, stars a.s the act in Playhouse shows before
Cat in the Hat. Miller has been he started college, but that it's
in lots of Playhouse shows in probably been about five or six
the past and her father, Jeff years. He said he is glad to be
Miller, is a frequent director and back.
"I used to do it in high school,
actor with the company. She
said she is enjoying playing the but it's been a while since I had
Cat, which sort of acts as the much free time," Byrne said.
"It's something I wanted to do
show's wacky narrator.
and I missed the Playhouse.
catathe
"I kind of like being
lyst for everything and keeping IMSU's) Campus Lights is
about all the acting I've had
the ball rolling,'' she said.
Joshua Byme, 22, is a Murray time for fin the last few years)."
Byme said he wanted to play
State University student who is

II Playhouse ...

Horton because he is a lot like
the character anti the pan comes
naturally to him. Horton is very
caring and strives hard to protect those he loves, he said.
"It's like he says, 'I meant
what I said and I said what I
meant. An elephant's faithful.
one hundred percent.' He's all
about sticking to his guns and
standing up for what he believes
in.
Performances will be Feb. 1921, Feb. 26-28 and March 5-7.
For tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call 7591752.

"the biggest strategic threat the
United States faces today."
Cheney then again took on
Obama's decision to close the
at
prison
U.S. military
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
In doing so, the former vice
president acknowledged he had
been at odds with the majority
of Bush administration officials
on the decision to release prisoners from the military lockup
to their home countries when
cases against them were determined to be legally untenable.
"I didn't think that releasing
anybody was the right thing to
do, unless you had evidence
that, you know, there was a mistake of some kind," Cheney
said.
Cheney also acknowledged
that the Bush administration
was divided on whether terror
suspects should be charged and
tried in federal civilian courts or
taken before military uibunals.
On Afghanistan and Obama's
decision to increase U.S. forces
in the 8-year-old war, Cheney
gave Obama high marks. But he
derided Biden for giving the
Obama administration credit for
winding down the war in Iraq
without acknowledging the
work of former President
George W. Bush.

Town Crier

L

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Toles
held their
HEROES BREAKFAST: The Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross
Lil
second Love Your HEROES Pancake Breakfast at Culver's Saturday moming. Pictured,
pantheir
for
s
condiment
to
family
se
Laframboi
the
Courtney, a red cross volunteer, directs
tr,./. cakes. Dave and Kris Laframboise attended the breakfast with their children, Jacob, 10, and
Jessica, 8.

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 16
in district courtroom at the
Calloway County Judicial
Center. On the agenda for
the meeting is an amendment to the county's fiveyear solid waste plan, a
review of the sheriff's department's income report and an
update on Murray Calloway
Transit Authority programs.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

NIurra)
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News
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last long
Inmate's freedom in region didn't
State Police say. an escape

EDDYVILLE. Ky. IAP) — Kentucky
from a prison in Eddyville was short lived.
l Complex reportOfficials at the Western Kentucky Correctiona
but the KSP
Sunday,
p.m.
8:15
at
missing
ed Robert Hornback
and taken back to
said at 10:15 p.m. that Hornback was recaptured
the prison.
as a convicted
He was being held for robbery with a firearm
felon.
escape.
Homback is now charged with second degree

at WKU
Social responsibility conference
tallereme tie‘t month at

i AP -- A t
B0V.,LING (ALEN.
social
Western Kentucky University will focus on fostenng
responsibility at colleges and universities.
" is sponThe March 25-27 "Cognates of Change Conference
& Social
sored by the university's' new Institute for Citizenship
Responsibility and the American Democracy. Project.
s, best
The university says guests will share their perspective
to crehow
explore
will
Students
success.
practices and stories of
ideology
ate common ground where differences — like partisan
and faith traditions — create rifts.
what the
The conversations and presentations will focus around
university considers are four cognates of change: curriculum. context, community, and conscience.

Still time for public to comment onanforest

interest in the
keiitu,kiatis ssith
IA1')
draft
state's trees and forests are being asked to comment on a
issues.
ed
forest-relat
outlines
that
report
The Kentucky Division of Forestry has spent a year compiling
data for the comprehensive report, called "Kentucky's Statewide
Assessment of Forest Resources." The draft has been posted on
www.forestry.ky.gov.
The final report is expected to be published in June and will
identify threats to the state's forests and trees.

Almost 200 horses ready for Keeneland sale cat-

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Keeneland has announced it has
aloged 181 horses for its one-day spring sale.
The 2-year-olds in Training Sale will be held April 5 in
L,exington.
Prospective buycrs can see the juveniles perforrn under tack during a one-day preview April I.
Keeneland's April Sale has produced back-to-back champion
colts. One is Lookin At Lucky, a multiple Grade I winner and
champion juvenile in 2009, and the other is Big Brown, 2008
champion 3-year-old colt and winner of the Kentucky Derby and
Preakness.
Kentucky Derby winner and champion Thunder Gulch, as well
as Kentucky Oaks winners Gal in a Ruckus and Keeper Hill also
are April Sale alumni.
The April Sale catalog will be available online at Keeneland.com
beginning Tuesday.

Louisville arena's highest point to be reached

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)--- State. city and University of
Louisville officials are expected to attend a ceremony next month
to mark the Louisville arena construction project reaching its highest point.
The so-called "topping off' ceremony is scheduled for March 29
at 1 p.m. EST at the construction site along Main Street between
Second and Third streets in Louisville.
The Courier-Journal reports that Gov. Steve Beshear and
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson are among those expected to
attend.
The guests and representatives of the unions working on the
building are expected to sign a steel beam that will be hoisted by a
crane to the highest point in the project.
The $326 million arena project is expected to be completed by
fall. The arena will be home to the University of Louisville men's
and women's basketball teams.
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Murray High Schoo! last week, Nick
A PROM INVITATION: At half-time of the Calloway County High School game against
to prom with him by spelling it out
go
to
d
Under.voo
Katie
er
Calhoon enlisted the help of his friends to ask CCHS cheerlead
yes
said
of
course.
d.
on t-shirts. Underwoo

III Iran becoming dictatorship ...
From Front
international support for sanctions "that will be particularly
aimed at those enterprises controlled by the Revolutionary
Guard, which we believe is in
effect supplanting the government of Iran." she said.
The Obama administration is
trying to "send a message to
Iran — a very clear message"
that the U.S. is still open to
engagement "but that we will
not stand idly by while you pursue a nuclear program that can
be used to threaten your neighbors and even beyond." Clinton
said.
Later, as she boarded her
plane for the next stop on her
Middle East trip, Clinton said,
"The civilian leadership is
either preoccupied with its
internal political situation or is
the
to
ground
ceding
Revolutionary Guard."
She told reporters traveling

with her that it appears the
Revolutionary Guard is in
charge of Iran's controversial
nuclear program and the country changing course "depends
on whether the clerical and
political leadership begin to
reassert themselves."
She added: "I'm not predicting what will happen but I think
the trend with this greater and
greater military lock on leadership decisions should be disturbing to Iranians as well as
those of us on the outside."
Clinton said the Iran that
could emerge is "a far cry from
the Islamic Republic that had
elections and different points of
view within the leadership circle. That is part of the reason
that we are so concerned with
what we are seeing going on
there."
In her Doha appearance.
Clinton also said she foresees a
possible breakthrough soon in
stalled peace talks between

Israel and the Palestinians.
"I'm hopeful that this year
will see the commencement of
serious negotiations that will
cover every issue that is outstanding." she said, adding that
"everyone is anticipating"
progress after more than a year
of impasse between the negotiating parties.
The peace talks broke down
in late 2008 with Israel's incursion into Gaza, which had
launched rocket attacks on
Israeli targets.
Clinton spoke in an interview
with the Al-Jazeera TV network
before a live audience of mostly Arab students at the Carnegie
Mellon campus.
In remarks in the Qatari capital on Sunday, Clinton said she
and the president are disap-painted— that ihe administration's efforts to restart IsraeliPalestinian peace talks had
failed thus far.
Reflecting the extent of con-

By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
man serving 52 years in a 1998
western Kentucky shooting
death has been ordered freed or
granted a new trial after a federal appeals court ruled that his
attorney had a conflict of interest because he was defending
another suspect in the case.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Friday gave prosecutors 180 days to retry 31year-old Treon McElrath on
charges of murder and wanton
endangerment or free him from
prison.
McElrath was convicted in
1999 with his cousin, Terrance
Boykin. and a friend, Andre
Everett, of taking part in the
slaying of Natasha Wilson in
western
far
in
Clinton
Kentucky. Boykin and Everen
were arrested in Union City,
Tenn.. 35 minutes after the
shooting.
The unanimous three-judge
panel ruled that the attomey
representing both McElrath and
Boykin at trial had a conflict of
interest. The attorney, Benjamin
Lookofsky, effectively abandoned McElrath's best chance at
an acquittal to pursue a joint

defense of the two men, Judge
Ralph B. Guy wrote.
Guy wrote that the attorney's
decision to pursue the joint
defense went against the weight
of the evidence. including
shells, bullets and bullet holes at
the scene.
"We conclutie that counsel's
decision to forgo McElrath's
best defense and pursue a
doomed mutual defense to the
detriment of McElrath (and
Boykin) is evidence of disloyalty and demonstrates an actual
conflict that affected the adequacy of counsel's representation.
Wilson was shot June 21.
1998, while with her boyfriend
at her grandmother's house in
Clinton. Wilson had previously
filed charges against Boykin for
unlawful imprisonment, burglary and sexual abuse. That night,
Wilson's boyfriend identified
only McElrath as the shooter.
But at trial. he said both Boykin
and McElrath had a part in the
shooting.
The 6th Circuit overturned
in
conviction
Boykin's
September 2008. Boykin is now
serving 26 years in state prison.
Everett is serving 23 years in
state prison.

cern in the Persian Gulf region
about a U.S. confrontation with
Iran, another member of the
audience a.sked Clinton about
the outlook for improving relations with Tehran. Clinton reiterated the Obama's admianstration view that Iran has violated
its international obligation to
use nuclear technology only for
peaceful purposes. And she
regretted that Iran has not
accepted U.S. offers of nuclear
negotiations.
Clinton makes a point of raising the topic of women and
girls' rights whenever she travels abroad. In a speeh Sunday.
to a forum on U.S.-Muslim
relations, she stressed it in the
context ot U.S. suppon for
KYSER LOIkM Ltedger & Times
nations seeking to build demoThe tension was high fOr Elizabeth Clark.
THERE:
ALMOST
.
institutions
cratic
art
foreground, Sue Gamble, nght, and Alyssa Jones, a junior
"As nations strive to build
HItittry
laf
rinaea.
du
,
Collierville
major from
and :strengthen geilernikitri ts
jive.
that:Feflect the wi11 of.theit4c0t;:.:, '.Iittocids Saturday. After colic
.
1.4"cts
ieraider
njund.
i
Pie.'grounded in:their ova„trac.; .60(15—Clark fell lust short of
enjoyed a Valentine's Day visit from Alpha Omicron Pi sororiditions, they can' count, on the
ty and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity that included cake, punch
Ututed States to be their partand a few rounds of bingo
ner," she said.

"Would You Invest $17 to Find Out if
there's a Way to Get You Pain-Free and Healthy Again?*..."

working on the
will be hoisted by a
o be completed by
of Louisville men's

even if you've been friotrated befC)re...
Daily

unless you have ever experienced
the pain I'm talking about you have
NO IDEA how hard it is to exit a
The typical person that comes to my
vehicle. It literally took me 10 mindoctors
many
to
been
office has
utes to get out of the truck. Nine and
already. Many have spent thousands
a half to sununon the courage and
on exams and procedures. and many
the other 30 seconds to do the stepare no better than when they started.
ping down part. Once I finally got
my legs under me and the pain had
to
way
a
you
offering
I'm
So. today,
somewhat I realized that I
decreased
often
see if perhaps I can help. Very
forward. I am not talkbend
couldn't
I can. Let me tell you a little about
forward like touching
bending
ing
my
explain
to
me before I go on
my toes, I'm talking I couldn't bend
offer.
the slightest bit fonvard. What:s a
man to do???
Years ago something happened to
me that changed my life foreser.
Well. I had to unload those tables. So
I am unable to bend from the
here
Growing up the son of a chiropractor
waist and I had to unload two 70
1 had always been adjusted and actupound tables from the back of my
ally took feeling good for granted,
truck. drag them inside and set them
up. Sweat was dripping off my foreI was pale. I was nauseous.
head,
daughMarch 24, 2003. My oldest
have been a 5 minute
should
What
ters first birthday. It was around 1
took me about 30 minutes and
job
three.
at
started
p.m. and the party
the pain was getting worse. What
Twenty five people coming over for
now???
hamburgers and hotdogs. We didn't
house
my
at
have enough table space
Well I called my dad. I said "Dad.
so I went to my sisters and borrowed
I've got this problem. Can you meet
buffolding
heavy,
big,
two of those
me at the office?" He did meet me
fet type tables. My sister asked me if
we went to work. By that afterand
I needed help loading them and
I was able to cook my hamnoon
I
male
old
year
being the typical 30
and hotdogs. I wasn't pain
burgers
said "No, I've got this." Well the
free but I was improved. By the next
the
of
bed
the
in
put
was
first table
day I could bend half way down
truck without any problem. While I
my toes. By the end of the
towards
was loading the second table is when
week I was 90 percent improved and
it happened...
by a week later I was 100 percent.

one of the first 20 people to call and
schedule a new patient exam (by
March 21, 2010) you'll receive that
entire exam for $17. That's with the
exam, x-rays...the whole ball of wax.
and there's no hidden fees. But. call
right away because we expect to be
flooded with calls a.s this exam normally costs S150. Again, there's
only 20 of these slots, so don't miss
out.

Dear fnend,

t•

5AN HEFFLEY

!CAL CEN rER
h Street
2071

-9200

CENTER

It started off innocent enough. just a
slight ache in the low back. That was
all about to ehange...In the three
minutes it took me to drive to my
house the pain got excruciating. The
muscles in my low back felt like
they were on fire. It literally felt like
someone was stabbing me with a hot
poker in my low back. Then things
really got interesting...
I had to get out of the truck. Now

This experience did change my life
forever. It taught me two very
important lessons. Number one is
that low back pain is very real. I
studied about it for four years in chiropractic school but until I experienced it first hand I had no idea how
intense and life altering it was. The
second lesson it taught me was how
effective chiropractic is. From the
first adjustment I felt better and it

continued to get better every' day.
So that's the story with my low back
pain experience. I've been there.
done that and know what people
with this condition go through. I
believe that's why so many people
from Murray and the surrounding
area have come to see me with their
low back problems. They also come
to me with their:
• Headaches
• Migraines
• Chronic pain
• Neck pain
• Shoulder/Arm Pain
• Whiplash from car accidents
• Backaches
• Numbness in limbs
• Athletic injuries
Just to name afew

Chiropractic is probably the most
misunderstood health care profession there is. It is about working
with, and enhancing the body's natural healing abilities. Chiropractors
find and remove interference in the
nerve system. which allows the body
to respond better. As misunderstood
as it is. the studies speak for themselves. like the Virginia study that
showed that over 95% of patients
who saw a chiropractor were satisfied with their results. That's just
incredible!

Great care at a great fee...Please, I
hope that there's no misunderstanding about %malty of care just
because I have a lower exam fee.
You'll get great care at a great fee.
I've been taking care of seniors to
day old babies in Mun-ay since 2000.
I just have this special offer to help
more people who need care.
Our office is both friendly and warm
and we try our best to make you feel
at home. We have a wonderful service, at an exceptional fee. Our office
is located at 1313 Johnson Blvd. in
Murray. Otu phone number is 27°759-1945. Call today for an appointment. Hopefully we can help you.
Thank you and God bless.

Jon Wuest. D.C.
Tens of millions of Americans no
longer have health insurance. and
P.S. When accompanied by the first.
those who do have found that their
I am also offering the second family
benefits are greatly reduced. That's
member this same examination for
where chiropractic comes in. A
SIO.
only
of
costs
seven-year study compared
people seeing medical providers vs.
P.P.S. I want to be clear that no one
akernative providers (like chiroprac(including me)can ever guarancan
seeing
I'm blessed that people often thank tors). Overall the patients
a cure for any condition. Ot
tee
60% less
me for helping them with their alternative providers had
course. all people respond differentin
days
less
59%
health problems. But I can't really hospitalizations.
sur- ly' to care.
take the credit. I've never healed the hospital.62% less outpatient
prefor
costs
less
85%
and
anyone of anything. What I do is geries,
You have the right to rescind within
perform a specific spinal adjustment scription drugs.
seventy two (72) hours any obligato remove nerve pressure. and the
performed in
I know. tion to pay for services
body responds by healing itself. Of Special Offer — Look,
discounted
or
free
this
to
addition
get to the
course. all people respond different- you're smart. You want to
service.
just
not
and
problem,
your
of
ly to care, but we get terrific results. cause
cover it up with drugs. When you are
It's as simple as that!
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Obituaries
Di. Charles Hunu-a, 78, N11!-Ay. died Fnday, Feb. 12, 2010, at his
home after an extended illness
He retired in 1994 as chain-nan of the Psychology
Department at Murray State University and was a
Navy veteran of the Korean Conflict. While at
Murray State, he received the Distinguished
Professor Award. He was a volunteer and past treasurer for Habitat for Humanity; a Need Line board member; a Murray
Electric System Board member; a volunteer for Angels Attic. He had
donated over 100 pints of blood at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A member of the Murray Lions Club, he had served as a
.past president. He served as a member of die Murray City Council
from 1990-1997. He was born to the late Kimlin and Louise Badour
tiornra on April 22, 1931 in Covington, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Shirley Homra; one daughter, Leslie
Homra, Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Dr. Charles Mark Homra and
. wife, Lori, Jacksonville, Fla.; one sister, Beverly Noffel, Cape
Girardeau. Mo.; two grandchildren, Ben and Sam Homra,
'Jacksonville; special friend, Jeff Henderson.
A memorial service will be Saturday, Feb. 27, at II a.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Visitation will be at the church after 9
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Murray Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar Street. Murray, KY 42071 or to Need
Line, 638 S. 4th, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Ronald Adams
R,,nald Adams, 75, Mayfield, died Friday. Feb. 12, 2010. at 3:55
p.m. at his home.
A retired employee of Continental General Tire, he was a member of First Baptist Church and Kentucky Blue Birds Society.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Joretta Adarns; his parents,
Hafford and Connie Montgomery Adams; two brothers, Leon and
Max Adams.
Survivors include four sons, Mike Adams and wife , Theresa.
Paducah, Jeff Adams. Mayfield,Tim Adams and wife, Susie. Wing°.
and Tony Adarns and wife. Jennifer. Hickory; one sister, Sandra
Kay Adams Canerdy, New Concord; 10 grandchildren; one greatgrandchild. The funeral will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Bym Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Tony Adams will officiate. Pallbearers will be Jeramie, Justin. Josh. Mathew and
Christopher Adams and Austin R. Logsdon. Burial will follow in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens, Mayfield. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes
Hospice, P.O. Box 7100, Paducah, KY 42002-7100.

George Paradise
A memorial service for George Paradise will be Tuesday at 11
a.m., Feb. 16, 2010, at St. Leo Catholic Church, with
Father Jason McClure officiating. Visitation will be
•
— held from 10 a.m. until time of service on Tuesday at
the church. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
Ca=•-• of arrangements.
Mr. Paradise, 87. Alm°. died Friday, February 12,
2010. A retired mail carrier, he was an Army Veteran of WWII and
a member of St. Leo Catholic Church in Murray. He was born in
Aubum, Mass. on Aug. 28, 1922 to the late William and Mary
Mathieu Paradise. Also preceding him in death were four brothers
and two sigers. Survivors include his wife, Doris Paradise; three
sons, Chris Paradise of Almo, and Michael and Jack Paradise. both
of Massachusetts; 12 grandchildren and I() great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Melba Jean Groves

Mrs. Delana G. Duncan

Dr. Charles Homra
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Mrs. Melba Jean Groves, 74, Calvert City, died at 8:58 p.m
Friday, February 12, 2010 at Timber Creek Living and Rehab Center
in Pekin, Ill.
She was formerly a member of First Baptist Church in Calvert
City where she taught Sunday School for many years.
She is survived by one son, David Groves. Lexington; three
grandchildren, Dusti Groves Lamb and husband, Paul, Benton.
Heather Groves and Randall Coursey. Benton, anri David Wayne
Groves and wife, Carrie Murray; six great grandchildren; five sisters, lvleen Bampers, California. Lucille Hayden, Rosemary
Brashears and Sue Rettig and husband, Dennis, all of St. Louis, Mo.;
and Linda Claton and husband, Dale, Pekin, IL; two brothers; Bill
Brashears, Charleston, Mo., and C'hartes Brashears and wife, Sue
Sikeston, Mo. She WdS preceded in death by her husband, Charles E.
Groves. Sr.; a daughter, Vickie Ann Groves; two sons, Chuck
Groves and Mike Groves; four sisters, two brothers. Her parent
were William Brashears and Ruby Hurley Brashears.
The funeral will be at 11:00 a.m. Wednesday at 11 a.m. in tla.
M.W."Dub" Henry
of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Larry
chapel
The funeral for NI W' (Dub) Henry will be today (Monday) at 2
Bunal will follow in the Calvert City
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Nichols will officiate,
be after 10 a.m. Wednesday, at the funeral
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Kenny and Van Stubblefield. Owen GarriFon, Tommy McCuiston.
Charles Ray Henry and Bobby Hall, active; Dan and Jimmy
McCuiston, David Fitts. J.W. Hall and Krit Stubblefield. honorary.
Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation is now at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Green Plain Church ol Mrs. Ruby Lorene Hicks
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Lorene Hicks was Fnday at I p.m. in
Christ, India Fund, P.O. Box 1000, Murray, KY 42071. Online conchapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Derrick Williams
the
e.com.
www.yorkfuneralhom
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Mr. Henry, 92, Murray,
Paul Wood.s, Steve Walker, Larry Thurmond, Wade Kirks and Mark
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
in Calloway
A retired fanner, he was a member of Green Plain Church of Charleston. Burial was in the Lone Oak Cemetery
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Henry, to whom he was married on November 7, 1942; three sisters, United Mehodist Church Building Fund, 229 Rowlett
Audalene McCutcheon, Evie McCuiston and Floye Fitts; arid three KY 42071.
Mrs. Hicks, 87, Belmont Court, Murray, died Wednesday', Feb.
brothers, Ross Henry. Garvin Henry and Rayford Henry. Born
Hospital.
March 16, 1917, he was the son of the late Charlie Brown Henry and 10, 2010, at 1:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Methodist
United
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Russell
of
member
oldest
the
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Henry.
ONeill
Francis Mammie
Survivors include two daughters, Dorothy Mae Cook and hus- Church and retired from Murray State University Food Services
her husband.
band, Donald, Murray and Linda H. Cole and husband, Bob, after 15 years of service. Preceding her in death were
one sister.
Spicewood, Texas; one son, Max W. Henry and wife, Pansy, of Clarence Hicks, one brother, James Nanney, and
she
County,
Calloway
in
1922,
18.
March
Born
Washburn.
Everaline
three
III.;
Metropolis,
Cougill,
Jewell
cousin,
Paris, Tenn.; one
Nanney.
grandchildren. Tracy Roberts, Jennifer Thorn and LaDawn Hale; was the daughter of the late Bryan and Vera Nelson
Jackson.
three step-grandchildren, Brian. Timmy and Scott Cook; eight great- Survivors include one son, Jerry R. Hicks and fiancee, Ann
Murray; special little friend, William Church and Mother Carla.
grandchildren and seven step-great-grandchild.
Murray; several nieces and nephev.rs

The tuneral tor Mrs. Delana G. Duncan was today (Monday) at
II a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Horne. Kerry Lambert
officiated. Pallbearers were James Duncan, Jeremy Duncan, Chris
Neal, Chris Sexton, Blake Troutt and Jason Duncan. Honorary pallbearers were Tyler Neal, Trevor Schaeffer, Jacob Schaeffer and
Derrick Flowers. Burial was in the Temple Hilt Cemetery.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Duncan, 68, Almo, died Thursday, February I I, 2010 at her
home.
Born September 26, 1941, she was preceded in death by her parents, Kenneth Allen and Ida Rae Wright.
Survivors include her husband, James Willard Duncan; four children, David Schaeffer, Paris, Tenn.. Mark Schaeffer. Chicago, Kim
Neal and husband. Daryl, Murray. and Donna Morefield and husband, Rayford, Poplar Bluff. Mo.; 15 grandchildren and nine greatgrandchildren.
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A rate hike for the few - until it's you
(AP) LOS ANGELES —To
critics, a 39 percent hike in
health insurance for some
Californians foretells skyrocketing rates for the rest of us.
Not so, says the company,
arguing the increase only hits a
relatively small number of people and the economy. is to blame.
But the rhetoric from both
sides distorts the reality.
It's true that hikes like the
one by WellPoint Inc. apply only.
to people who buy individual

insurance and are unlikely to
spread to the majority of
Americans covered through
their employers. But such hikes
also hit a huge number of
Americans who mostly went
unmentioned in the furor — the
46 million with no insurance at
all.
That's because for most people who don't get insurance
through their jobs and do not
qualify for government assistance, the only option is buying
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individual policies like the ones
in WellPoint's Anthem Blue
Cross plan, often with high
deductibles.
Raise prices, and people
without insurance are even less
likely to buy it — healthy people
especially. Meanwhile, older
and sicker customers pay more
and more, running up high
health bills in a shrinking pool.
That conundrum is at the
heart of a disagre,ement that has
Democratic 'health
frozen
reform efforts in Congress.
Reform bills would require most
of the uninsured to buy coverage, an idea many Americans
detest as heavy-handed government.
But without sharing costs
across the broadest cross-section
of consumers and prohibiting
insurers from charging people
different premiums depending
on their health status, the result
is a scenario very much like
Anthem's.
"1 know the American people
get frustrated in debating something like health care because
you get a whole bunch of different claims being made by different groups and different interests," President Barack Obama
said earlier this week in addressing the Anthem hike.
"But what is also true is that
without some action on the part
of Congress, it is very unlikely
that we see any improvement in
the current trajectory ... The current trajectory is more and more
people are losing health care."
Only about 5 percent of nonelderly Americans have individual insurance, compared with 60
percent who are covered by their
employers.
The remainder is almost
evenly divided between those

whose care is shouldered by
government and those without
any insurance at all.
The cost of employer-sponsored health insurance at big
companies rose 7 to 10 percent
this year, said Tom Billet of
Towers Watson, a benefits consulting firm. Preliminary estimates for next year call for
roughly the same increase —
much lower than the ones set out
by Anthem and other individual
insurers.
"The individual market is
sort of its own animal, so to
speak." he said.
At first glance, WellPoint's
rate hike affects only a small
group — some of the 800,000
people in California who buy its
individual coverage.
But it's also about many
more, since just about any
American is — or, given the
uncertainties of the economy,
can be — a candidate for individual coverage at any time.
Millions in group plans have
lost jobs and the insurance they
count on as a benefit.
People in individual plans are
trying to keep up with escalating
premiums. Some without insurance do so to save money, but as
they get older may decide it's
not worth the risk.
WellPoint defended the hike
as a response to the economy.
More consumers are tight on
money and, as a result. thosc
who are younger and healthier
are dropping out or taking on
pass on individual insurance.
leaving a pool of less healthy
people requiring more costly
care. Without younger, healthier
consumers, Anthem said, the
remaining customers had to
shoulder the costs of their own
care.
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Callowa Alumni and Associates
plan meeting on iliesday

Ladies of the

Oaks

1 he klumni and %,..sociates of ( allow ay
County st Mails will meet Iliesday at 6 p.m. at
Tom's Pizza, Murray. Chaz E. Robinson.
president, urges all interested persons to
attend. He said "Your service plays a key role
in supporting the district mission to create
"Learners for lite."
F or more information contact Robinson at
Or
293-2091
erobinso4 crobinsontechnolog,y.com.

Jo's
Datebook

tile Oaks
I lie 1—iclies
C'ountry Club will play Bridge
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house.
Members are asked to call
Janet Kirk, hostess, phone 7537418, to sip up for play.
Bridge play was canceled on
Feb. 10 because of the weather.
according to Melonie Lowe.
hostess.

District Council will meet

Calloway County School District's annual
By Jo Burkeen
joint School Based Decision Making Council
Community
will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the meeting room
Editor
of the board of education. All interested persons
are invited.

Presbyterian church plans event

The Fellowship Committee for First Presbyterian Church. 1610
Main St., Murray, will have its Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper on
Tuesday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the church. Everyone is invited for
an evening of fellowship and good food.

Cheerleader Booster Club to meet

Calloway County Cheerleader Booster Club will meet today
(Monday) at 6 p.m. in he C'alloway County Middle School multipurpose room.

Photo provided

the Home Department of
HOME MEETING: Serving as hostesses for the January meeting of
Waters, Jackie Helm,
Bobbie
left,
from
were,
Dumplin's
at
the Murray Woman's Club held
at 1:30 p.m. at the
Shirley Robinson and Lillian Robertson. The department will meet Thursday
on "Strokes' and
speak
to
Hospital
County
alloway
Murray-C
club house with Cheryl Crouch of
Kay Hays to give the devotion Hostesses will be Hays and Betty Jerge.

MES Council will meet

Murray Elementary School Ba,-xl Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of the school. All
interested persons are invited.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway Cotinty Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Ham breakfast on Tuesday

South Marshall Senior Citizens will have its country ham breakfast on Tuesday from 6 to 9 a.m. at the South Marshall Senior
Citizens Center at Hardin. Cost will be $4 for adults and $2 for children.

Weight Loss class planned

Kirksey United Methodist Church will conduct a 13-week
Weight L,oss Bible Study titled "First Place 4 Health" at 6 p.m.
Tuesday in the fellowship hall of the church. For more infonnation
at 489-2136.
call Katana

Bingo planned Tuesday

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more inforrnation call Pat at
489-2909.

Information
night for
adults
planned

Murray State University will
host an information night for
adults who are considering
beginning or retuming to college to earn an undergraduate
degree, Thursday, March 4,
beginning at 6 p.m. in the Ohio
Room located in the Curris
Center on the MSU campus.
Participants can attend one or
he at least 17 years old (16 with both informational sessions.
completed Parental Consent Session one is admission proceForm). New height and weight dures from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and
restrictions apply to donors session two is filing for finanyounger than 19. Visit redcross- cial aid from 7 to 7:45 p.m.
blood.org to team more.
To reserve a spot. call
About the American Red
or
1.800.669.7654
Cross:
270.809.2186. The sessions are
The American Red Cross shel- sponsored by the Adults Belong
ters, feeds and provides emo- in College unit of the Center for
tional support to victims of dis- Continuing Education and
asters: supplies nearly half of Academic Outreach at MSU.
the nation's blood; teaches lifesaving skills; provides international humanitarian aid; and
supports military members and
their families. The Red Cross is
a charitable organization — not
Hickory Woods
Retlrement Center
a government agency — and
depends on volunteers and the
FIAPPENINGS
by Aroma Reeler
generosity of the American public to perform its mission. For
'Use has been in die air- at Hickory
more information, please visit
1Voniin this week We lucked off VAlenutie
week by making hearts in our craft class
www.redcross.org or join OUr
while shanng stones about our first lose. T
blog at http://blog.redcross.org.

Blood drives scheduled here
at Wal-Mart and church
NASHVILLE.. Tenn. — Snow
and ice are to blame for the cancellation of more than 20 blood
drives across the Tennessee
Valley Region between Jan. 29
and Feb. 1.
As a result, 512 units of blood.
went uncollected.
'That's more than a one day
shipment of red blood cells to
area hospitals, plus a day's shipment of blood platelets," says
Steve Beeler. CEO, Tennessee
Valley Blood Services.
You can help make up for this
loss by donating blood during
the month of February. Drop
by one of the donor centers or
blood drives. or call to schedule
an appointment today.
Locally, you may give blood
on the following dates:
• Monday, Feb. 22, from 7
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Wal-Mart.
located on Highway 641 North
in Murray.

• Thurstia>, Fe h 25. troth
12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, located at
1601 Main St. in Murray.
For your convenience. you
may now schedule blood donation appointments online at
www.redcrossblood.org.
Donors may subscribe to Red
Cross texting by sending redcross to 42227 or registering
online at redcrossblood.org.
How to Donate Blood:
Log on to www.redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-GIVELIFE for more information or to
schedule a blood donation
appointment. All blood types are
needed to ensure the Red Cross
maintains an adequate blood
supply. A blood donor card or
driver's license or two other
forms of identification are
required at check-in. Donors
must be in general good health.
weigh at least i0 pounds and

Sharon Wells Group will meet

Sharon Wells Group of First Baptist Church WMS will meet
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in room 310 of the church.

m
Baker and Taylor will present progra
of human-

Dr. Sonya G. Baker. vocalist, assistant dean of college
ities and fine arts at Murray State University, and Marie Taylor,
accompanist, retired professor of music of MSU, will present the
program at the meeting of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses
will be Cynthia Barnes, Kay Stanfa. Sue Smith, Oneida \Vhite and
Annie Nance. All members are urged to attend.

Hospital retirees will meet

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the Big Apple, Murray. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

CCHS Class of 2010 has prornoistion
selling Boston

Calloway County High School Class of 2010
Butts as a fundraiser for Project Graduation. The pnce is $25 per
Boston Butt. All orders can be placed by contacting any CCHS senior.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will mcet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at University
121
Church of Christ. located at the comer of US 641 North and Ky.
rear
Bypass, Murray. Those attending are asked to enter through the
t Is
door located on the west side of the church. The only requiremen
or
relative
a
in
addiction
or
alcoholism
of
problem
that there be a
fri end.

Photo provided

ers met on January 26,
MEETING HELD: The Fhendship Club of the Calloway Homemak
by Susan Ervin, Clutter
2010 at the home of LaQuita McCoin. The lesson was presented
the last Tuesday of the
meets
club
The
McCoin.
by
provided
were
nts
Management, refreshme
left to hght; Brenda
row
Back
month. Pictured are members who were present at the meeting.
row left to hght:
Front
Ervin.
Susan
Dixon,
Jennifer
Roberts,
Kimbro, Anita Heath. Ola Mae
on on the
informati
more
For
Dixon.
Mary Shipley, Judy Stahler, LaQuita McCoin, and Ashley
.
436-5216
call
Friendship club please

ANNOUNCING NEWLY
LISTED PROPERTIES

171)9 Johnson Blvd. • NIurray. kV

223 S. 13th Street • Murray. kV

1748 Buffalo Road • New Concord

512 Stone Ridge I,n • Nit]rra. K1

„,SB

Rooal Property/ Profes•lonols

.•

518 S. 12th St.• Murray,

42071

(270) 753-9999
Fax:(270) 753-9816

Website: www.sbgpropert).coni

leinse mak some delicious red civet
cakes tor our Valentine tra.rty Our residents
and decorated them The cake decorating contest winners were Sue Gambk.
Elizabeth Clak and Sally Alexander Tlw
residents Asc. decixated fheir dining rocwi
table, with special mementos of thtir
"loye
Ne had our very first "Couples Night
with a special candlehte dinner He trariaformed our lising room into a quaint little
cafe w here our xuples enjoyed deliclog,
c-andlehre %teak dinner A romantic lire wa.,
burning En the fireplace and wilt pia. musit
trig in the has kground during the dinner
Alr And Ain Eugene Wig.g0fiet NtIC named
our Hickory. Woods Valentine Sweethearts.
Inbetween all the ‘'aienune activities. wc
went to the Dastona 500 this week We had
our own race w ith Nancy Warren winning
first place with her racecar. Martha Farns
Larne in at a close second and Nat4/11 Rogers
brought home tkurd
We celebrated seseral more birthdass this
week. Dorothy Mate;a. Ruby Suffill and
Carl Sainato had hintsdays along with
Sondra Koehn and Sandra Carman. employees Happy Birthday to each of you and
many InOre'
We appreciate the Sisters of Alpha
Omicron PI and the Brothers of Lambda flu
Alpha for throwing us a great Vaknunc
party on Saturday 'rises brought cake &
punch. played Bingo with DS and gave away
some grrat prizes We had such a good Ume.
DON We Just need to rest up and get ready for
next weeks' Olympic purrs
...Nothing else loots or lids like hoiwe bet
we come (lose
,, 15y
54 tterback Rd. • Murra,
rhone.(2701754-8700 • I-888-231-5011

e)TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

I'm originally from Crittenden County and
also graduated high school from there. I
served in the U.S. Navy for six years upon
graduating high school as an electronics technician. I did two deployments during my six
years. Once my enlistment was up I decided to
attend college at Murray State University. An
ATO alumni, I am sixteen hoursfrom graduating with my bachelor's degree.
I started working at Toyota of Murray
almost two years ago and recently was promoted w a salesman. I've enjoyed my time
here and want w invite you to come in and
visit us. We are highly competitive with our
prices and our service is second to none.
—Eddie Davenport
• website
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-4(361 • Fax (270) 759-9918
pm Sat
5
Hours: 8 am - 6 pm Mon.-Frt.•8 am

• toyotaofmurray.com
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MSU professor teaching
practical finance to students

Photo provided

to continue to be
Ailied Health students listen to Rep. Fred Nesler as he encourages them
colleges.
technical
advocates for the community and

Students seek legislators' support
for community, technical colleges
%lore than 50 students. faculty.
and staff of West Kentucky
Technical
&
Community
College were in Frankfort the
week of Feb 1 to ask legislators
for their support for community
and technical colleges.
This is the first trip to the state
capital for many WKCTC students. But each student is taking this opportunity to talk with
legislators personally about the
importance of the advocacy
campaign and to share stories of
how the College has transformed their lives.
"It's important to be a voice
and ask the legislators to continue the funding for West
&
Community
Kentucky
Technical College." said physical therapist assistant student,
Kathleen Fondaw. "Knowing
that I am possibly making a
change is important to me."
'The Commonwealth Middle

College(CMC)students. faculty
and college administrators are
going before the House of
Representatives and Senate to
promote the benefits of the
Middle College for participating
juniors from McCracken and
Marshall County.
Each college also got the
opportunity to showcase and
demonstrate selected programs
during the legislative session.
the
highlighted
WKCTC
Paducah School of Art, the first
community college in the state
to offer an associate's in fine
arts degree, and administrators
are talking with legislators
about possible funding for the
program.
"The Paducah School of Art
was a great idea, and it has taken
off and become much more visible and provided many more
opportunities than we could
have predicted," said WKCTC

Ur. Steve Lacewell, associate
professor of finance at Mumay
State University. will present his
FREE program for high school
and university students at
Hickman County High School
on Feb. 17 and at Crittenden
County Educational Technology
Center on Feb. 22. He presented
it at Carlisle County High
School on Feb. 3.
The name of the program
results from the ideology that
with empowerment comes
responsibility, and, conversely,
with responsibility comes
empowerment. These two concepts cannot be viewed as mutually exclusive ... especially. in
the financial area. In today's
increasingly complicated financial world it is up to individuals
to take control of their future.
Lacewell, director of the MSU
Center for Banking and Finance
and a former banker and bank

ant weeds is an uphill battle for
producers. UK weed scientist
Jim Martin will discuss the status of glyphosate-resistant
weeds in the state anti controlling volunteer corn in soybeans.
UK entomologist Ric Bessin
will talk about the effects volunteer com could have on corn
rootworm populations.
Other topics include hot topics
in grain production, an insect
update, UK's new method for
soil testing. the build-up and
draw-down of soil potassium,
and grid sampling in support of
lime, phosphorus and potassium
applications.
The program is free, and lunch
is provided. Preregistration is

chases and how to begin the
investing process.
Additional topics can be tailored to meet the needs of specific groups. FREE is conducted
in conjunction with materials:
provided by the FDIC's Money
Smart Program. These include
personal finance CDs and podcasts. which can be downloaded
free of charge with no copyright
restrictions This information is
also available in several foreign
languages.
Lacewell expects to have several more presentations during
the next three months. If anyone
would like to have him speak to
a class, club or civic organization concerning fun, no-nonsense and effective financial
education, contact him at (270)
809-4285 or email him at
steve.lacewell@murraystate.ed
U.

President Barbara Veazey said.
"It's incredibly exciting. We're
now immersed in how to keep
the program growing and
expanding with workshops and
visits from master artists while
we continue raising money for
the Kitchens Inc. building as the
future home for the program."
WKCTC is part of the grassroot campaign, Kentuckians for
Community and Technical
Colleges to get students, faculty,
staff, and the community to supand
Kentucky
the
port
Community Technical College
System (KCTCS) continue to
transform the lives of its students and transform the state's
economy.
For more information on the
campaign and to add your voice
to the cause, visit http://transform.kctcs.edu<http1//transform.kctcs.e4/>.

Weed,disease, insect management to be
subject of 2010 IPM training in March
PRINCETON, Ky. — New and
timely topics in weed, disease
and insect management are slated for the 2010 IPM Training
School hosted by the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. The program is
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. CST March 3 at the UK
Research and Education Center.
New to this year's program is
a presentation by Tom Barnes,
UK extension wildlife specialist, on common endangered
Vecies in Kentucky and agriculture. He will identify corrunon
endangered species and the
proper steps to take if producers
find them on their farms.
Controlling glyphosate-resist-

conducts
regulator,
classes/workshops in FREE
Responsibility
(Financial
Empowers Everyone) to help
young students better manage
their financial activities and to
take a proactive role in their
financial future. The program is
also open to adult leamers
tttrough clubs and civic organizations.
"Too many times young students don't know about the pitfalls of finances and find themselves in heavy debt before their
first job," said Lacewell.
"Unfortunately, financial illiteracy is passed down from one
generation to the next with disastrous results."
The FREE program, which
can be customized to specific
groups and last anywhere
between 30 minutes to a couple
of hours, describes the basics of
borrowing, how to handle pur-

not necessary, but to guarantee a
lunch call MaryAnn Kelley at
270-365-7541, ext. 216 or eat
Lucas
Patty
mail
plucas@uky.edu before March
1. Registration begins at 8:30
a.m. the day of the program.
Program organizers have
'
applied for'5.5 continuing edu,
cation units for certified crop
advisors. This is divided
between 1.5 in pest management, 1.5 in crop management,
1 in nutrient management and
1.5 in soil and water management. In addition, the program
has been approved for 2 general
and 1 specific pesticide applicator hours in categories 1A, 10
and 12.
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covenng of snow blanketed an underlying sheet of ice on sidewalks
quickly clear
early Monday morning. Pictured, a maintenance worker uses an angle broom to
ice
and
snow
of
Street
16th
on
a sidewalk
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 71. JACKSONVILLE s Fyn:. MI

Vance leads Racers to key road win
Two
6-8
Lakers eam
state bids
IN 01-110
MURRAY STATE MOVES l'O
VAI,I,EY CONFERENCE ACTION

FRIEDRICH,
LITTLEPAGE WILL
REPRESENT CALLOWAY
IN FRANKFORT
Stan'spot
Two Calloway County wrestlers punched
their ticket for this weekend's KI-ISAA State
Wrestling Championships at the regional meet
Saturday at Ohio County.
Juniors Robby Friedrich and Aaron
Littlepage will be die Lakers' representatives in
Frankfort as Friedrich took third place in the
I19-pound division and Littlepage claimed
fourth in the I45-pound division.
Friedrich is returning for his second consecutive trip to state while Littlepage is a first-time
qualifier.
Senior Caleb Lyell will be an alternate at the
state meet after placing fifth in the 152-pound
class. Calloway also had two sixth-place finishers — 135-pounder Tyler Amos and 215pounder Justin Hargrove.
Friedrich went 4-1 on the day, losing his
first-round match to University Heights' Taylor
Saturley. but recovering in the consolation
bracket and upsetting three-seed Kegan Agnew
of Caldwell County to earn his state bid.
Friedrich then got a rematch with Saturley in
the third-place match and defeated him, 14-4.
Littlepage got his first-ever victory over
four-seed Zach Mitchell of Owensboro Apollo
in his first-round match, advancing to the winners' bracket where he defeated Ohio County's
Michael Kennedy' to earn his way to state.
In the third-place match, Littlepage fell to
Paducah Tilghman's LaJuan Grubbs. He finished 2-2 on the day.
Lyell went 3-2 in the 152-pound class.
Friedrich, Littlepage and Lyell will leave for
Frankfort on Wednesday. The first round of the
state tournament begins Thursday at the
Frankfort Convention Complex.

the charity stripe.
By 8151.1 Sports information
The teams opened the first 1:30 of
The Murray State women's basketball team earned a key victory the game trading baskets before the
over Ohio Valley Conference oppo- Racers went on a 10-2 run to open up
nent Jacksonville State. 71-60, at the first lead of the garne (12-4), over
Pete Mathews Coliseum Saturday. a 2:30 span. MSU did not stop there
The win moved the Racers record to and pushed the lead to II (20-9), with
11-14 overall and 6-8 in the OVC just under 13 minutes left in the
opening half. The Gamecocks (8-17,
standings.
Senior Kayla Vance led the team 5-19 OVC) were not done fighting
for the second-straight game, record- and went on a 15-2 run over the next
ing 19 points and adding a career- six minutes to take their first lead of
high four rebounds. Sophomore the game (24-22).
Vance broke the Racers scoreless
Rachael Isom added 13 point and five
rebounds, while going 7-for-7 from ,treak and sparked a 7-0 run over the
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next four minutes to give MSU back
the lead. JSU countered with a 5-0
run, to tie the game at 29 with 2:15
left to play in the opening stanza.
Both teams then went cold shooting,
until sophomore Mallory Schwab hit
the last basket of the half, with 1:20
left on the cicx.t, to give the Racers a
32-29 lead heading into the locker
room.
The Gamecocks opened the second half with a 5-0 run to quickly tie
the game, but the Racers followed
with a 5-0 run of their own to regain
the advantage. Both teams then
struggled to hit their shots over the
next two minutes before JSU broke
the scoreless streak with a 9-0 run
over a 3:30 span to garner its largest

WOOERS'S
STANDINGS

School
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
UT Martin
Jacksonville State
SE Missouri State
SIU Edwardsville*

OVC(Overall)
13-1 (18-8)
12-3 (19-8)
8-6 (9-16)
7-8 (1114)
6-8 (11-14)
6-8 (3-14)
6-9 (11-14)
5-9 (7-17)
5-10 (8-17)
4-10 (7-17)
0-0 (7-19)

lead of the game (42-39). Vance then
See WOtAEN, 38

PRFP SWIMMING

Erickson
places 16th
in butterfly
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RRAY SWIMMER
('APS OFF S()PHOM()RE
SEAS()N IN
CONSOLATION FINALS
Staff Report
Murray swimmer Lauren Erickson placed
16th in the 100 butterfly in the consolation
finals at the KHSAA State Swimming
Championships on Saturday in Louisville.
Erickson, seeded 16th. lost time from her
preliminaries performance on Friday and was
suffering from a fever and an ear ache, coach
John Wand said.
She finished the race with a time of 1:01 43.
bringing an end to her sophomore season
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Cats'keep
shooting'

Tigers lose
another
close one

WALL'S 24
POINTS, BLEDSOE'S
SECOND-HALF
EFFORT LIFT UK

DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
SCHEDULE SET; LADY
TIGERS POSTPONE
MONDAY

II See MURRAY,38
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COLLEGE BASKF:TBALL: KENTUCKY 73,TENNESSEE 62

PRI P HOOPS

Sbfl Roped
Murray fell in nailbiting fasion for the third
straight game, this time in overtime, 52-50 at
Lone Oak Saturday night.
Lone Oak forward Jordan Ludovissie passed
to Chayton Thacker for a last-second layup that
gave the Purple Flash the two-point victory.
Lone Oak tied the game with 20 seconds left
in regulation on a three-pointer by senior guard
Carson Beyer, eventually sending it to overtime.
The game was close throughout as each
quarter except for the second ended in a tie.
Murray fell to 10-12 on the season while
Lone Oak improved to 6-17.
The Tigers were led by a resurgent Mark
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SECTION B

ED REINKE i 4i'

Kentucky's John Wall looks to the basket around Tennessee's
Kenny Hall during Saturday's game in Lexington. Ky. Wall had 24
points in the 73-62 Kentucky win.

Up Next
Kentucky at Mississippi State
When. 8 p
.esaav
Where: Humptuey CONSeum (Starkville. P.A.ss )
TV: ESPN
Records: UK 24-1 (9-1. SEC). PASU 18-7(6-4.
SEC)

two met annually when Calipari
coached at Memphis.
Wall was the game's leading scorer
By JEMMY McMURRAY
with 24, one off his career high set earAssociated Press Wnter
LEXING1T)N, Ky. (AP) — After lier this season against UConn.
missing two 3-point attempts in the first However, Wall acknowledged the true
half, Kentucky. freshman Eric Bledsoe sun- of the game was Bledsoe, who got
told coach John Cavan he had lost all 16 of his points in the second halt
and clinched the victory with three
confidence in his shot.
Calipari's message, to Bled.soe's sur- clutch shots in a row: a fastbreak layup
followed by two 3-pointers.
prise: Keep shooting, anyway.
Bledsoe credits a halftime chat with
Bledsoe's second half resurgence.
along with yet another stellar perform- Calipari. who told him to keep shooting
ance by fellow freshman guard Jolui even if he misses.
"He was like,'If you get it. shoot it,'"
Wall, helped No. 3 Kentucky fight off
No. 12 Tennessee for a 73-62 victory Bledsoe said. "Everybody else will
crash the boards."
Saturday night.
In the second half. though. they' didDown 52-50 midway through the
second half after a three-point play by n't hase to. Kentucky's backcourt led a
J.P. Prince, Kentucky (24-1,9-1)scored 20-4 run that burieti the Vols.
"Eric showed so much courage in
the next 10 points — six of them by
Wall — to give Calipari his first win what he did and how he played,"
over Bruce Pearl in their first
See WILDCATS. 3B
Southea.stem Conference matchup.
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RACERS VS. REDHAWKS •
TUESDAY 7 P.M. • REGIONAL SPEC!k1 EVENTS CENTIR
LINEUPS

LET'S CUT' DOWN
SOME NETS

MURRAY STATE
No. Name
43
00
12
01
42

tour. All were starters.
Jewuan L,ong tacked on six
points and Jeff McClain scored
three. Both Donte Poole and
Ed Daniel each scored two
points.
Murray State shot 48.9 percent from the floor while holding the Gamecocks to 41.9.
The Racer defense cranked
up the intensity when it had to,
coming away with seven steals
and forcing 10 turnovers.
Now that head coach Billy
Kennedy and MSU have
turned their attention to
Tuesday night's contest agattist
SEMO, the fourth-year head
coach will look at putting a 15game winning streak on the
line.
Murray State and Butler are
the only two schools which
currendy boast such a streak,
the longest in the nation.
Another streak Kennedy
could be concemed with is his
current six-game winning
Southeast
over
streak
Missouri.
The Racers leads the series
over SEMO 21-8 in Murray
and are 24-7 in Cape
Girardeau, including the 80-61
victory back on Jan. 23 at the
Show Me Center.
The defining moment in
that game was really no different than any other Racer game
this season when MSU put the
clamps on defensively, which
led to a bushel of offensive
buckets.
Trailing by seven with 8:57
to play before halftime,
Murray State had a 30-4 run to
take a 44-31 lead at halftime.
At game's end. 11 different
Racers scored as they forced

SE.M0 into 18 turnovers.
More magic can be made
Tuesday with a win.
The Racers' 15-game win
streak has put them in the
neighborhood of the program's
all-time best of 16 straight set
twice in the late 1930s under
MSU's first head coach
Carlisle Cutchin.
The Racers started 16-0 in
1935 before a loss to Westem
Kentucky and then had another
16-game streak that bridged
the final four games of the that
se,ason and the start of the 1936
campaign. Although. that second 16-game streak was also
stopped by a loss to the
Hil!toppers.
The Racers' current 22game OVC streak now dates
back to last season (Feb. 9,
2009) when they earned a 5953 win at Lantz Arena in
Charleston, Ill.
Saturday's win broke the 21
straight tie with the 2003-05
Austin Peay team and now is in
a tie with the Murray State
team of 1997-99.
Western Kentucky still has
the all-time mark of 25 straight
wins set between 1965-67.
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RACERS CAN WIN REGULAR SEA.SON CHAMPIONSHIP TUESDAY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Edliar
Tuesday night's home game
against Southeast Missouri
State will be considered the
last regular season conference
home contest for Georges
Fotso,'Tony Easley and Danero
Thomas.
And there may be no more
fitting gift the Racers can give
than a victory over the
Redhawks.
Thanks in large part to a 7567 win over Jacksonville State
Saturday night, coupled with a
Morehead State loss to Eastern
Illinois last Thursday, the
Racers and their three seniors
can cut down the nets and
claim the regular season conference title outright with a
victory Tuesday night.
With the weekend victory
over the Gamecocks, MSU
clinched at least a share of the
OVC regular season title,
which was the school's 21st.
Easley led all MSU scorers
with 19 points, while Isacc
Miles and Isaiah Canaan each
finished in double figures with
12.
Easley, playing in front of a
large contingent of family and
friends from nearby Auburn.
Ala.. was 6-for-8 from the field
and 7-for-9 from the free throw
line. The senior finished with
five rebounds and had two
blocked shots.
The Racers (24-3, 15-0
OVC) got another boost from
outscoring
bench.
its
Jacksonville State (11-13, 7-7
OVC)25-12.
Thomas tacked on nine
. while B.J. Jenkins scored six
and Ivan Aska finished with
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STEVE GROSS Anniston Star
Tony Easley didn't disappoint in a return to his home
state, scoring 19 points, grabbing five rebounds and
blocking two shots In Saturday's win over JSU.

THE NEED To KNOW
a fau's guide to murray state basketball
THE BLOCK STOPS HERE

20
BIM/ Kennedy has his third 20-soln season In 12
seasons as a head coach. Kennedy Mso had four
20-win seasons as an assistant with New Orleans,
Wyoming and Cahfomia. His best seem was 26
VMS with New Orleans (1987-88) and Wyoming
(19874381. Hes best as a head coach was 24 wirrs
at Southeastern 1.0443iffa8 in 20D4-05.
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RESULT

L 75-70
at California
W, 92-54
MISSOURI-ST LOUtS
11.14
Coaches vs. Cancel( Classic (at Miami, Fla)
W, 71.43
James Madison
11-20
YV 84-61
North Carolina C-entral
11-22
W 84-71
Flonda Internationai
11-23
TENNESSEE WESLEsrAN W, 108-49
11-28
EASTERN KENTLCKY•. W EC-80
12-3
W. 86-66
MOREHEAD STATE'
12-5
at East Tennessee Stale* W. 61-67
12-12
L.137-61
at Louisiana Tech
12-15
W, 73-62
CHATTANOOGA
12-19
L. 62-73
at Western Kentucky'
12-22
W,82.51
at SIU-E'
12-30
W. 83-59
UT MARTIN'
1-4
W. 80-59
at Tennessee Stale'
1-7
W,69-53
at Austin Peay's
1-9
W, 75-59
1-11
EASTERN(ILLINOIS*
1-14
JACliftSO4VILLE STATE' W. 92-68
W. 88-66
TENNESIEE TECH*
1-15
W. 60-51
1-21
a! Eastern Illinois'
W. 80-61
ai Southeast MIsseun'
1-23
W. 86-49
1-27
SILLE
W. 77-45
at AJT Made.
1-30
W. 76-54
2-4
ST41T.
W. 65-63
ALIOTTf4 PEAS't
2-6
W 94-62
2tilrstrirlesaue Tech"
2.13
VV 75-87
at Jacksonville

DATE

Torn Lasky has a streak of 25 straight
games in which he has recorded a Wass!
shot. He has 68 Mocks this season and
needs 12 more to break Pearson Griffith's
mark of 79, set back ki 2005-06. Easley
has 132 career blocked shots and is the
third active shot-Mocker in the MC.
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MORGAN STATE
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at Morehead Stale—
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at Eastern Kentucky—
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
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3-5
IBA
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2-20
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292 US HWY 68
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270-527-2727

LOCAL FRIENDLY• RELIABLE

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086
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HE BEATS DELAYS, DALE JR. FOR DAYTONA TITLE
By JENNA FRYER
AP Auto Racing Writer
DAYTONA BEACH,Fla.(AP) — Jamie
McMurray's heart sank when he saw Dale
Earnhardt Jr. lurking in his rearview mirror.
Of all the guys bearing clown on me, he
thought, it has be one who seems destined to
win the Daytona 500.
Then McMurray looked up at the finish
line. I don't think he can beat me to it, he
thought.
Turns out McMurray was right. Just barely.
The truth — the hole truth — is that
McMurray won the Super Bowl of
NASCAR on Sunday in a spectacular finish.
Race officials just hope it makes fans forget
about a pothole on the track that required
two stoppages and delayed stock car racing's greatest spectacle by more than two
hours.
Those who turned away missed an amazing show.
"I can't really put it into words the way it
'feels." said McMumay, who broke down in
tears several times after the race."I'm trying
-to be genuine and as sincere as I can and not
sound cliche: as a kid growing up, this is
what you dream of, of being able to win the
Daytona 500."
McMurray did it with a huge push from
'former teammate Greg Biffle to tnove past
.leader Kevin Harvick on NASCAR's second
attempt at a "green-white-checkered" finish
— a two-lap overtime policy that was
tweaked this week to create exciting finishes. It worked.
Once out front, McMurray still had to
contend with Earnhardt. a I2-time Daytona
winner who was bearing down on his rear
bumper. When he beat him to the finish line
by .119 seconds, McMurray climbed from
his car. sprinted to the race logo in the
infield grass, and dropped to his knees in a
tear-soaked celebration.
"Fans deserve probably more of a show.
so that's what they got," said Earnhardt, who
settled for second.
Because the drivers weren't positive the
patch of pavement between turns 1 and 2
could hold, they couldn't risk holding back
after the second repair. It was possible that
the track would split again over those final
80 miles, and the race would be called
before its conclusion.
So the drivers beat and banged their way
through the field in a white-knuckle final 32
laps. Then a flurry of late-race accidents created three two-lap sprints. It was that final
segment that was so breathtaking, in part
because of Earnhardt's unbelievable moves.

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

A

Haverstock Instuance
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray KY •7513415
John Williams

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Florida St 62 Bosior Lorn
Mercer 82 ETSU 77
MICtWEST
Amon 91 Ohio 68 20167 ktar,
Green
Bowling
Cent Michigan 63 Toni
E Michigan 66 W Mtc
Northwestern 77 Minnesot
Ohio St 72 Illinois 53
St John s 69 Notre Dame
Wichita St 66 Missoun ST
FAR WEST
E Washington 69 Montana nn
Southern Cal 68 UCLA 64

•Wildcats
From Page 1E3
tell him, 'You
Calipan said
don't have to shoot a 3. You have
to be prepared to shoot a 3.'"
Bobby Maze led the Vols(186, 6-t) with 15 points. Melvin
JOHN RAOUX
Goins had a career-high 14.
Although the Wildcats pulled
Jamie McMurray celebrates in victory lane after winning the NASCAR
Daytona 500 auto race at Daytona International Speedway in Daytona Beach, away at the end. the two teams
battled for the lead most of the
Ra., Sunday.
night. Kentucky kept the Vols in it
In 10th on the tinal restart. he weaved in Chip Ganassi and Fell 'S,ihates, who gave
and out of traffic, shoved his Chevrolet into him his Sprint Cup Series shot in 2002. But
three-wide lines, and eventually moved him- McMurray bolted for a high-profile job with
self into position to win. It was vintage Roush Fenway Racing. where he spent four
Earnhardt, and McMurray was terrified to frustrating seasons before losing that ride at From Page 1B
the end of last season when NASCAR went on a 5-0 run to give MSU
see him gaining ground.
looked in my mirror and saw the 88 — forced Roush to drop a team to meet its four- back the advantage.
I'll be honest, 1 was like,'Crap, this guy has car limit.
The teams then battled back"I'm not quitting again," he told Ganassi
won a lot of races here. His family has an
and-forth for the next three minyou
so
"Just
victory.
500
the
after
hours
"I
said.
McMurray
incredible history here."'
utes before the Racers broke
believe everything happens for a reason. I guys know, I'm staying."
for good. MSU went on a
away
back
seat
a
McMurray had to fight to get
just was like, 'I hope this isn't his tum to
over a four minute span
run
16-3
win the Daytona 500, I hope this is mine."' with Ganassi, and it included convincing to take an II-point lead (64-53)
But with just two laps to make up so sponsor Bass Pro Shops' owner Johnny
with 3:35 left to play. The teams
much ground, Eamhardt ran out of time and Morris to take a chance on him. He helped
traded points over the
then
Talladega
at
win
October
an
with
cause
his
sailed
had to settle for second as McMurray
of time, with most of
remained
rehiring
the
and
Roush.
driving
for
while
to his first career Daytona 500 victory.
the Racers points coming at the
"I didn't know where I was, you know, was announced a few weeks later.
The risk was well rewarded Sunday with charity stripe.
'til I really kind of got done almost wrecking
Free throws were a key to the
down the back straightaway." Earnhardt said the biggest victory of McMurray's career.
as MSU went 14-of-15
game
"You
said.
McMurray
unreal,"
"It's
there's
—
up
looked
I
"Then
charge.
of his
just one car in front of me, lamie's gonna know, to be where I was last year and for and JSU went 7-of-14 from the
Johnny Morris and Chip and Felix. What a stripe. The 93.3 percentage for
win this damn race!'
"I was happy for him. He deserves it. way to pay them back. It's just very emo- the Racers ties for the No. 10
spot on the school free-throw
They've been through a lot. It's a great tional."
Biffle, a close friend of McMurray's, was percentage charts. MSU also talteam."
The end left McMurray sobbing with joy disappointed in finishing third because he lied six more duee-pointers than
in Victory Lane during the celebration with was the leader when the caution came out the Gamecocks and outhis Earnhardt Ganassi Racing team. after the first green-white-checkered rebounded JSU 44-38.
The Racers will retum to the
Between photographs, he rested his head on attempt. But he was able to give McMurray
the push that got his buddy into Victory Regional Special Events Center
the trophy he cradled in his arms.
for the final two regular-season
It was McMurray's first race back with Lane.

partly due to poor tree thri
particularly • h..,
shooting,
DeMarcus Cousins, who connected on just one of eight attenipts
COUSULS, who was going for
eighth consecutive double-double, managed 12 rebound-1. hilt
scored only five points.
Kentucky record remains.
straight, set by Jim Andrev.s ni
1973.

•Women

sixth player (with an asterisk) to
win back-to-back in the Pebble
Beach National Pro-Am. most
of whom are in the Hall of Fame
— Sam Snead. Cary Middlecoff,
Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson and
Mark O'Meara were the others.
The asterisk is attached to
Snead, who won toumaments
shortened to 18 holes and 36
holes, neither considered official
these days.
"That's not a bad list,"
Johnson said. "Anytime you're
on a list with those guys, you're
doing all right."
He closed with a 2-over 74,
the highest final round by a
Pebble champion since Johnny
Miller shot 74 in 1994. That's
nothing to brag about. although
it was a tough day with splotches of mud on the ball and tough
pins. Only seven players broke
70.
The last player to win Pebble
Beach with a birdie on the 72nd
hole from die final group? That
would be Davis Love III in
2003.
Perhaps the most impressive

of all?
Johnson became the first
player since Tiger Woods to go
straight from college and win in
each of his first three years on
the PGA Tour.
The question is how much
better he can get.
"As long as I keep playing
the way I'm playing, I don't
think there's anything that I
can't do." Johnson said. "It's all
up to me. I've got to keep working hard and keep practicing
hard. and good things will
come."
included
victory
His
$1,116,000, the largest check of
his career. He moved up to No. 2
in the Ryder Cup standings, and
would seem to be an important
cog on the U.S. team with his
extraordinary length.
Ultimately, it was that length
that carried him to victory on a
day that had more twists and
turns that most people could
have imagined.

games of the 2009-10 campaign.
MSU hosts Southeast Missoui i
State (Feb. 18) and Eastern
Illinois (Feb. 20). Thursday s
game is the annual Pink Zone
night to help promote awarene,-;
for breast cancer and Saturday s
game against the Panthers is tha
annual Senior Day. The Racei s
will honor this season's thit.
seniors prior to the start of the I
.
p.m. tip-off.
GAME NOTES: Sophoutui
Rachael Isom took and made-die
Racers' first five free throw
y
attempts...senior
Luckett and Isom both has e
double-digit free-throw ,treAki
going...Luckett has inade.ltur
last II, while Isom has contioa ed on her last 10...MSU is now
10-4 when leading at the half
this season...the Racers comm.
ted just three turno%ers in 1.1,
second half of play...the first d; I
not come until there was I • !
left to play.

Racers vs. SEMO

'

Johnson moves into
some elite company

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Wnter
PEBBLE BEACH. Calif.
(AP) — Everywhere he looked,
Dustin Johnson couldn't beat the
scenery at Pebble Beach.
Most of that was on the golf
:course. Some of it was in the
:record book.
In a three-way tie for the lead
facing his most important
..and
1
.
•ishot of the final round, Johnson
selted a tee shot down the
_famous par-5 18th fairway that
..set up a simple birdie from the
:.bunker Sunday and gave him a
;
;pne-shot victory over David
:puval and J.B. Holmes.
Only later did he realize the
• elite company he joined.
:"; Johnson became only the

Sponsored By

Sunday s College Basketball
Major Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Buckneil 6+3 Moly Cross 63
Duquesne 103. La Salle 82
lona 70. Loyola. Md 62
Louisville 66, Syracuse 60
Massachusetts 70 Saint Joseph s 62
Niagara 70 Marist 51
Rutgers 71 Georgetown 68
Seton HaN 79. DePaul 71
Siena 74, Canisius 57
Vermont 85. New Hampshire 76. OT
SOUTH

GOLF

JOHNSON LS
FIRST BACK-TOBACK WINNER AT
PEBI3LE SINCE
()'MEARA

111110.011

February I 6th

[yen 7p.m.

BANK

. Murray
•
Lady Tigers postpone
District Tournament at Calloway
From Page 1B
Monday
;Stubblefield, who followed County has been set.
girls home game
Murray
Action tips off Monday with
strong district efforts against
Heath scheduled for
4
vs.
with
I
boys
and
girls
both
Calloway
and
Marshall County
get things Monday night has been post;County last week with 16 points matchups. The girls
underway at 6 p.m. with top poned to Tuesday due to weath;Saturday night.
four- er conditions.
Matte Foster added 14 points seed Calloway taking on
Varsity action is set to tip-off
County.
Marshall
seed
13
scored
Langford
;-and larvae
p.m. Tuesday night.
7:30
p.m.
at
7:30
at
follow
boys
The
while Kendall Deese added four.
taking
Lone Oak was paced by with top-seed Marshall
Community
four-seed
• Beyer's 18 points and Thacker's on
Christian.
•.I6.
(an Tuesday, the girls 2 vs. 3
i: The Flash hit eight threeagainst
•:pointers, three of which came matchup pits Murray
Saturday, February 20th
p.m. to be immediatefrom Beyer and two from Jordan CCA at 6
which
boys,
the
by
followed
ly
Ludovissie.
$2500 1st Plaie
Murray travels to Fulton features Calloway and Murray.
The championship games are
Top 10 Paid
Tuesdav for a 7:30
County
scheduled for Thursday night,
pan. tu,
with the girls beginning at 6
270452-3333
District tourramest
p.ni. and the boys at 8 p.m.
schedule set
For Details
All games will be played at
he slate tor nest week's 4th
KY Gaming ORG0000514
Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Tawas Holii.‘Ern •
Tourney

111&COM:
y State Athletics'
absitroPitatit
..
le..iNPo: 270-809-3000
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the first inserbor of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Card of Thanks

[

.1 want to take a minute to say a sincere
-Thank You" to the gentleman who bouel
me groceries the night before the big snois
storm of January I really appreciate his

Sincerely, Phyllis Duckworth

060

GET THIS I X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL, 753-1916

I

kelp Wanted

Notice

EXPANDING distribuion center needs a
orkkft operator
Starting at $12.00 per
hour plus benefits
Drug testing & criminal
background check
required. High school
or GED. Able to lift 60
lbs. Positive attitude,
team players only
Send resume to: Job
P.O. Box 628. Murray.
KY 42071

Auto Insurance
Low down payments

David Ramey
978-5941
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion ot
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for oniy one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

THE

Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but

EXPERIENCED AR
clerk. full-time. seasonal
Mail
Mar-Oct.
resume to: PO Box
328. Murray.
FRONT Desk
Receptionist Seeking a full-time
high energy, compassionate front desk person who loves dealing
with people.
Duties will include but
not limited to, greeting
patients and assisting
with their inquiries,
computer work,, assisting doctor and answering telephones.

8:00 a.m. to 6:00
pen.270-759-1116 for

more details.
FULL-TIME 3-11 shit
Prefer CMA. but not
required Must enjoy
working with the elder-

are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor

ly Apply in person
Fern Terrace 1505
Stadium View Dr

any of its employees
aceept any responsibility whatsoever for their

EOE

[

Lost and Found

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor a full-time afternoon LPN position
We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street H•ry 641 S
Edenton, KY 42025

EOEJAAE NO PHONE
GALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- SdC0041
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to lobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray mid local lob
• listings will appear on
: this website
HOWCser. as a national
website, not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
..are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& 'Times. Please call
•us it you have ans
:*questions regardin.
the Murray area
Job listings Tliank you

LOCAL restaurant
seeks Store Manager
Expenence preferred,
not required. Full time
day & night Must be
flexible. Send resume
to P.O. Box 150
Paducah, KY 42002

MARKETING
Pleasant voices
easy phone work
No selling

for

Full/Part-time
Work Monday-Friday

S7.25-$16 per hour
Paid Weekly
762-9900
SEEKING Sales &
Marketing Director, fulltime, salaned position
with excellent benefit
package Responsible
for promoting, senior

some evenings, weekand
ends
travel
Computer skills. attention to detail. multitasking. and excellent
communication skills
essential. Work with a
warm, friendly team
focused on providing
quality services to seniors in a delightful.
clean
environment.
Applications available

(attach resume) at
Glendale
Place
Assisted Living, 905
Glendale
Road.
Murray

Check us
out on the
Web!

Irrevocable Medicaid
Appnwed

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-20-10 TO 1-20-10 KYR0395092 (12 openings)
CARRAWAY FARMS MURRAY. KY
05-28-10 TO 12-2G-10 KY/0395834 (4 openings)
LARRY TUCKER FARMS, KIRKSEY, KY
4-15-10 TO 12-20-10 KY/0395639 (8 openings)
RANDY OVERCAST, MURRAY KY
4-1-10 TO 12-25-10 KY/0395054 (8 openinga
DAVID FEAGIN. MURRAY, KY
T0f3ACCO/FARM LABOREFVNURSERY LABORER
wage $7 25/ Se 00 hr 34 contract hours guaranteed
All tools and equip at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost TrarJsportation
and subsistence pay. after 50° of contract completed
Transport daily to worksae Apply for this ?DO at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state
Using job order numbers above wrth a copy of Ms
advertisement Subrect to random drug test al

empioyer cost

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

TOBACCO,FARM LABORERNURSERY LABORER
Wage $7.25/ $800 hr 14 contract nours guaranteed
All tools and OCILIID at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay after 50', of contract completed
Transport daily to worksae Apply for this job at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in trus state
Using job order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subject to random drug test al
employer cos1

EOE

Call me for information to help
you understand these plans.
"My business is helping people"

Ron Sallin- Local Agent

NR K

SMALL

business

seeks
bookkeeper.
This position is responsible for processing
Accounts Payable and
reviewing job costs.
providing cash flow
reports, bank reconciliation, maintaining various fleet record and
related tax returns.
Duties also include
back-up for payroll processing, various clerical tasks. Applicants
must have minimum
s
r
y
5
Accounting/Managrnen
experience.
also
Requirements
include Excel and
Maxwell Accounting
System. EOE. Send
resume to: 101 Liberty
Dr.. Suite 7, Kevil, KY
42053.

Need cash? Like can
dies"? Make money
selling candles! Call
Tern CO 270-331-8585
for info.

21

Storage Unds
Potenbal income

S950/mo.
$115.000 obo
227-3861
22741280

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556

The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times

HOUSE & Office
cleantng References

293-3253

(270)753-1916

TN 59::

SIM 1 199.3

1.11,es

THANKS I OR 1011R MISINI SS

RE.

11

-1 3comiewhere 1,,

/ore you r(her

pets
$700/mo + $700
deposit. 293-5423
3BR, 2BA, no

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPIJANC ES

nr.;, E

3BR, 2BA, very nice.
Dr.
Valley
1800
$700/mo. 753-5344.

(270)153-1713
4BR, CArt/A,
ances

all appliColeman RE

753-9898
7220CASE
2240-hours Call
(270)328-8780
(270)970-1060
210
Firewood

ery

Apartments For Rant
1 BR apartment.

270-75,1-8556

at

3
Ext. 2iLl .4
Equal ocgOrtuney

All

plus deposit.
270-227-4325

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, or
campus. C1-11A, W&D
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696,

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

293-4600

1BR,

neighborhood.
quiet
C/H/A. All appliances &

all appliances.
Dr.
Chris
1619-B
$350+deposit.

bedroom apartments
avaiiable One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets Call
753-2905
2 or 3BR, 2BA, appliances furnished $475-

2BFI duplex. w/appliances & carport, no
pets. Cali 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliforrosned,
ances
C/HiA. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 2BA, 404 Bambi
Ct North. Call
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

1BR. w/d,
NICE,
smoke free, no pets. 1
$375/mo
yr lease
226-8006
NOW LEASING
2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal HOUSIng
Opportunity
TDD al-800-648-6056

510 S. 8th St. 2BR.
113A, CA-VA, all appliances $475 /mo, 1 yr
lease & security.
227-3331

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside ciimate control

FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1 /2 car garage.

•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent LI-Hauls
753-9600.

area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. WID
sieve
refrigerator.
utilities paid
electric

Swam° plus deposit
270-492-8211

Lorrimerciai oroo

Prelasireat
Mee Ballialug
located at kr North
$1., Murray
Pot Sale or Lease
Coutact 38G Real
Property Prate:weals4707713-91011.

storage

270-873-7826

REAL I

Featuri
Foreplai
Closet!
Featly(
Concre
Electric
Mews
Tract 3
RE/

RAM

?my Ti
Bsaosui
MAIN
?ovum

20 Go.
caves§
`Wei0
Aravon
eact Car
RON e
IA Ivo,
BOOB,

a

LARD
Crawaa
Ca& IN

NEAL I
OF SaN
Added
PERRI,

Commerical Prop. For Mat

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
575.00
A MONTH

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

753-1916

COMMERCIAL

build-

Free
lease
standing building will
parking. Great locatiOn
in Murray. $351Xper
ng

for

month Available noisy.
Call now 615-478-4724
866-496-0062

All sizell
fit your needs
Located by
Prow radio qatioe

AKC
Corgi p

opolP

2211 01

AKC
Doberr

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Puppie
a ,utmeription

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
185.0 St Rt.121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-7'53-5562

saki% 1114 N •
NIB( S 1(11e .1
I i•

Ready
March

the

MI RR

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

LEDGER &TIMES
I Home Delivery /
[
I,ocal Mail 11
$30.00
I 3 too.
$35.06
mo.
3
116mo.
$55,00
$105.00
11 I vr.
I
1LL__ _
I

Rest of KV/TN
litx-iur.,

Porkear

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

I 3 mo
$%
o.
1 31rmn°
011 1
7°.5
S90
.$
6 mo.
1 yr.-.........$120.00 1 yr...............$$
H°
.0Q
45.
17
Cheek

Money Order

Visa

Mit

BEAGI
$150
premis

DOG C
(270)4:

HAY
$3 00

square
753-12

11(

1
Name
1
r_eaf
dd7
._ytAe_
sctit
Sta

Ito

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove

including

2BR. 2BA, no pets
$500/rent + deposit
293-5423.

1

in

lawn service.
227-5173.

Very
quiet. All

370

Storage Rental"

753-8 59 759-4854
LARGE 3BR, 2BA

753-4219.

1BR, price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.

360

TDD 1-800-545-1B33

293-7085.

utilities paid, wid hookup. $450 per month

812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

For Sae

with deck and outside
storage All appliances
washer
tncludmg
dryer. and dishwasher
$510/mo 759-5885 or

piano $1.500
703-2689

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

quiet residential neighborhood, central-heat
& air. kitchen stove,

TEL.-270-767-1176.

EXCEPTIONALLY
rice, large 2 bedroom
WHITE baby-grand

We Offer:
•Ail Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

$850.

Bedroom Apartment',
FIREWOOD (27012106267 or (270)2263845 Pick up or deliv-

2BR. 2SA, completely
remodeled. 1504
Belmont Dr.
$700/monthly. No pets.
270-753-8767,
270-293-4600.
3BR/2BA brick in city.

fridge, dishwasher,
big
WfD-hookup.
yard.
Dack
fenced

Calloway Garden
Euex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two

600 Deposit required
(270)345-2777

ANTIQUES Cal, Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray

(LIM On NEM

34'0
%uses For Rert

2

MDM COMPUTERS

3:
From I

Call Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
it 753-1916
and place your ad today.!

100
nese
Opportunity

lal‘111 SI PIN CLI %RIM.
01 MuRR.vs, KY
min NTI & COMMI IAL
75:3-9224
ssma
tsi.

FOR SALE:

Local Sales Agent
Don't fino a sales job. find a sales career.
Combined Insurance is looking for quality
individuals to join its sales force. We provide
training. a training completion bonus
Comprehensive benefits & leads for your
local market For more information contact
Doug Smith at (859)321-8756

ferry !saws,Karrn Isaao, Owner,

Medicare Advantage Plan

WARD ELKINS
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
3-1 0 701-1C-11 K 10'0393886 (20 opentrlo
GARY BRAME, KIRKSEY KY
3-20-10 TO 12-31-10 KY/0394564 (7 openings)
OA &IA FARMS. MURRAY, KY
3-20-10 TO 12-20-10 KY/11395004 (8 openings)
BILLY DALE SMITH. MURRAY KY
6-1-t0 TO 12-20-10 KY/0395095 (15 openings)
NP PRODUCERS MURRAY, KY
4-20-10- TO 12-20
0 KY/0394751 (10 openings)
,
JOHNNY SMITH FRAMS KIRKSEY. KY
4-20-10 TO 12-20-10 KY/0394419(4 OPENINGS)
JACKIE CARSON FARMS. MURRAY, KY

270-74-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

TURNING 65 SOON?
Medicare Supplement

Phone (270)759-1565
Mobile (270)210-2533

community

prospect &
development
sales
tours
May
involve

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

FREE FIELP IN(LABS FILING FOR S1) CLIENTS

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS , ,

living community locally and regionally. event
planning,
outreach.

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEIVIENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not. pay $1.024 on Part A, $135 nn
Part B Can me for more information

Must have own automobile. good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up a9 application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 WhitnelL'Ave.

Ca
am ES'

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Speoahst

Lou V. McGary
Does Thor Polo's Pas 100% of
the Deduchbies?

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Please call Monday Thursday between

inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Afthough
persons and companies mentioned herein

activities

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray. Ledger & Times

T
REA.

-- PREPLANNING --

INSURANCE

NEED.EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

--`61944rker-dr

REAL E

SINESS 81 SERVICE DIRECTORY

IMMEDIATE OPENING

deternunation to put food in my basket and
then pay for it. He told me his boss always
told him to help others. His boss, he said, is
lesus Christ Thank You both.

4

060
Help nereid

VISA

II

27
I&L RENTALS
MESI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
(arner

111

&

10:15 $40
12701 436 2524
12701 293-6906

IRMO S2S

MeaiPlhthis coupon with payment to
Davtiln

Hybrid

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(1r call (2713I 753-1916

square
or mc
Round

..a

270-2S.

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Firm -

530

LAND AUCTION
Saturday, February 20th, 2010 ft 10:00 AM
cies
2200 College F mm
.20',
I 29.90
Arectice kere

1,,e

Csortry

Rd 1.41Jrray AT

ACRES
IN 8 TRACTS
& COMBINATIONS

‘DLINU
Fk 11 irk.

-Wet 1 VA

NEW 2.100sq tt 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage
,ourity gas/water near
Murray. hilltop acre
$139.000
270-519-8570

Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

I
I

GRAIN BINS - TOBACCO BARN - BUILDINGS

TO '1111. 84R 4111

3Bed. 2Bath
1 480 sq ft
Sunset Blvd
51 39.000
(270)293-2482

We guy tiolissest
Linneediate
Debt Retie&

Selling an &We'

111,1111111S

Date HAMIS.PROttlareuCTOIIIHR •111.11940e. Men
trilCmAk t 4ARRIS PROPERAUCTIMEIM • WIMP
at TITIt Os HAIM% IRALTOVAUCTIONIO1 .
ST h 110t YAW NFAITORAPP AUCTIONEER
(Xi t SI RI T.
..-orth w Masfield. KV 42066
,
;
,J., ninnioke Rd ,• Illopliiessullq ILY 42240
Of WA'

• , ,l _. ,, _

I

[El

A

TWIN
. .. ..

To

14 .harrisa""1"n""in
"
A leader in Lind Aeddiehng
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THE BOB &

LAMM,

, Kl"
MIMI la 1AL-,

4
351 W. State Line Rd. Hazel. KY 42049 (Henry Co.,TN)
Henri KY. Follow US fa'
TN Sg.3 S'are Fie Rd VVest 0 4 Ir.4 leS TO

F reel

NER

'iorth 3 .? ‘,44.c TO 111 893:5!l'e

)3

kties

k

es le TN 893/State Lne Rd Tie
Sde Front Purple. TN: TIM US
Apr. Tkl 8513-Slate we Rd West()4

Auctir.r. Site Signs Posted"

18.29 ACRES IN 4 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS
mrsoirtoommo....

kilSiNESS.

Opel elnnSe

Tt.es February 23M
5 004: :10r.m

A BEAUTIFUL 2 OR 3 BDRM. 1 1/2 BATH
BRICK HOME - 70172' BUILDING &
18.29 ACRES IN 4 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS
REAL ESTATE -NICE FURNITURE - GLASSWARE - 1990
LINCOLN TOWN CAR - PERSONAL PF1OPERTY
.:rocrn 1 1 .2 Bath Beck Horne
REAL ESTATE: Tract 1' A Beautiful 2 Of 3 Ele,
Featuring Formal Living Room Kitchen Derubonus Room_ Dining Area. Nice
F,repace Office. Utility Room. Hardwood Floors. New Roof In 2008 Walk In
Closets Security System Central Heat & Air & Anic Storage Exterior
Features Include An Attached Carport 70'x72 Metal BuildingWorkshop With
Concrete Floors Office Area w;Bathroorn 16 Automatic Overhead Door
Electncrty & 12' & 10' Overhead Doors Paved Doveway Brick/Concrete
Sidewa/ks & A Brick Patio All Stivated Or 2 00 Acres Tract 2' 1 02 Acres

I.?
16.1I

We Otter:
Ail Size Units
1/7 Surveillance
* Electricity
Almate Control

Tract 3'7 58 Acres Tract 4* 7 69 Acres
.
REAL ESTATE WILL REGIN AT 1:00 Pg.! AUCTION HELD ON SITE,

EACH
MAGE
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Sunds
CmniteettSC'
7ow,Car Power Yi mos. Locks Mtn OUAUYY ITEMS MDT .1S rED
CIWIK

. • 753-3853
370
...ormneretel Prod.

For Sale
wiy
Met Barba.

locoed at Itr Nor* :
foth St, Murray
Per Sale or Lease. Contact SBG Real :
Property Professionals-

Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit: vnyw.harrisauctions.com
P`m
,
DM, %Ma MAMMA.
REAL ESTATE TERRIS' IS'. De.ran Dar Sake aslant,
Prem.,
see a Lem! ameo Pant AMA, A •
tele Be P....)wred
GI Sale
MIAAAMO Ir The Corraci Sate Pme
,s1
A.X1k1 T. TM> g,
PERSONAL PROPERTY Ca•N Or Chen Day Or Sale Ma Prow

S3-9999.

HARRIS

Commend! Droo For ROM
OMMERCIAL buikd
ig for lease Free
landing butlaing wih
arking Great locatiOn
Murray 5350/per
lonth Available now
.aIl now 615-478-4724
66-496-0062

TIALEHARNIS BWRIERAUCTIONTER *TA ISTUR.1616711 .
AUCHAEL hARHIS seconEnamcnellatEll • YE 41637
. MARTYR MARIS RtALTURAUCTKINEER
' 6th BUIPA61.11. STALTRRAPII AUCTIONEER
4.14..ti %A RI.
‘ivrth •
or mew,itiui&nikc LT •

Vil.m field. 141 'MINS
Olin

2-ii-147-3253 •800,30w4Sis

Pembroke Welch
Corgi puppies. 489-

'AKC

2211 or 293-1739

registered
AKC
Doberman Pinscher
puppies. $500 & up.
Ready beginning of
March. 731-336-7848.

1.‘", I
..Zs .7:
.

to the

puppies.
BEAGLE
Parents on
5150
premises. 767-0028
Local Mall
,crio•wi
sae.

rrisauctions.cnin
awat.ha,
4 Leadd in Lard earkebint
"lbw Professional lioetioneets"

LOCALLY grown pre
mium hay. Available at
times. Alfalfa,
all
mixes. grass mixes.
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome. 270-75313848 before 9:00pm

(270)436.2'858

All ()ther \tail

HAY

mixed

MO.

$75.1M

bale
square bales

Mt)

$96 OA

753 1287

$3 00

Subscriptions

grass
Smal

5145.0(11

HORSE;
Rt1ARDING

Visa

Iva irs(
sitil

Reel Estate

Storm, ledger & Time, Fait
Housing Act Notice

rya: e.tate advertised helve'

the Federal Fair
Act. whx-f, makes rt

H
illegal

to advemse

ally mien

r

iiscnrnma
mlor.

ence, lunitanon
boo

ba•ed

'arrithal sta-

-

or inten-

,ch peter..r dernmuna.

-

PIO. I RI

A&B Quality. used
furniture & Auction Inc
282 Hwy 402 East
Hardin, KY 42069
(270)293-5762 Sonny
or Bonnie (270)2059835 Melody
(731)70743367
Auctioneer Ronald
Burton
Now accepting
Consignments'
M-Sat 10-2

wrbuf dea-nrmnatson
..rre. rental adeertistng
na,ed on factors rn
alinon to tho,e pm-teamed
under ted., In.
AVer-'1,
ry,t ,-•

•

the law All

that .1. •

Imreev informed
adverired art

asAtiabir

equal oppuetu-

MY% bast,

For turther assistance with f air
Ing AdverthIng requireHiat,
, contact NAA Coumel
ment
Rene !Maw.1703i 64P-litID

MI KR .
CALI.
270,193-7.3)4

Zip

270- 193-7315
th paynwnt to:
Bermuda
square bales $4 25 50
or more bale $4 00
Round bale large-$30.
small-S20
270-293-3805
Hybrid

r & Times

1040
Y 42071

753-1916
•

SPECIAL!!!
This x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY S85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(2701753-1916

All jobs - big or small

753-9562

Satisfaction guaranteed

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home. Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
I(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.

Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work.

ANDRUS
and

Excavating

Septic Systems.

back hoe. and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now °tiering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
Dozer.

Rotten floors. Vinyl
Decks,
Siding,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Roofing. Mobile Home
SERvICE & PARTS
Repair.
(270) 293-8726 OR
753-2353
759-5534
Larry Nimmo
Chuck Van Buren
Licensed & Insured

FRANKFORT. Ky. - In an
effort to expand the availability
and use of broadband services
throughout the state. Gov. Steve
lie,hear today, announced that
Kentucky has been awarded a
S2.1 million grant to fund broadband mapping and planning.
The State Broadband Data and
Development Giant Program.
administered by the federal
Department of Commerce's
National Telecommunications
and Inforniation Administration
I NTIA), is funded by the
and
Recovery
American
Reinvesunent Act(ARRA).
"High-sper4 Internet ata.ess
is a v nal tool for economic•
development, education and job
creation." said Gov. Beshear.
"This grant is a major step
toward increasing Internet services in unserved or underserved
areas in the Commonwealth so
that all Kentuckians have access
to the world through connectivity."
has awarded the
NTIA
Finance and Administration
Commonwealth
Cabinet's
Office of Technology (COT)
approximately $1.6 million for

DAT/IS Hancrywork's
Small home repairs
garages, decks. siding
remodeling. house,

& Marble

its sources reliable.
3301 St. Rt 12tN.

753-8087
1,le, gunitot 4 • ."...+1-1721
Dir. at Hours J.

SPECULLST

INDOORS & OUT
FREE ESTIMATES

8z PAINIING
114,141
F

Cent(270027-0724
Wks

ask fee

KM, or

Message #

ES I I MA

(211/14311431.3

(270)873-9916

FREE

ask for AP or Peg

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming. remove;
stump grinding. firewood. Insured 4892839

'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• werikl.
nedloperated

•locally

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

informa-

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

"LARKS
(
*ARE
(
LAM%

PICK LIP

270-293-5624

this

do so at their

risk Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times. nor any of its
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included in a comprehensive.
interactive. searchable national
broadband map that NTIA is
required by the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act
to create and make publicly
available by Feb. 17, 2011.
Information will be collected
from public and private broadband providers throughout the
Baker
Michael
by
state
Corixiration. a nationally recognized engineering firm specializing in geographic information
mapping.
(GIS)
systems
Michael Baker Corporation has
also mapped broadband availability in California and North
Carolina.
on
Council
The
Postsecondary Education (CPE)
in cooperation with state universities and community colleges
will verify and field audit the
collected information to ensure
accuracy. The Kentucky universities and community colleges
have the expertise and resources
to perform the verification of the
State Broadband Data and
Development Grant Program.
Murray State University and the
University of Louisville will
lead the effort.

"We are pleased to see the
expertise and resources - of
Kentucky's postsecondary system being used to benefit the
Commonwealth on this critical
project,- said CPE president
"Broadband
Robert King.
Internet access for all is a prerequisite to lifelong learning.In 2004, the Conunonwealth
of Kentucky began a mission to
accelerate the growth of technology. The intent was to
enhance support of community.
and economic development,
improve healthcare, enhance
education and provide more
effective government. In order
to meet this mission, the
Commonwealth entered into an
agreement with an outside
provider to create and maintain a
statewide broadband map. At
the time, Kentucky was one ot
the first states to have such a farreaching initiative.
While the project fulfilled the
requirements at the time.
updates are necessary due to the
technology,
ever-changing
growth of households and
broadband
of
expansion
providers.

alternatives that surround this
wish. News from a distance is
full of facts and important information Stay open. but know
whey you must take the lead.
Tonight: Burning the candle at
both ends.

a decision with more care.
Investigate possibilities more
openly. and don't negate a nsk. It
could be just what the doctor
ordered. Tonight: Do for you.

take a risk and trust that you will
be lucky. Don't push. and understand your limits. A late-day:discussion proves to be powerful. if
nothing else. Tonight: Keep a
conversation going.

****

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

pressed

*****

by Jacqueline Blear

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2010:
This year. you have an opportunity to stabilize your finances
and create greater monetary
flow and security. Your understanding of those in your immediate environment comes out frequently. Others will tend to confide in you, learn to keep a
secret. If you are single. you will
want to impress a new sweetie.
Be careful. You want someone to
care for the real you. If you are

attached, dote on your significant other a little more often. You

The Stars Show the Kind of

aPositive: 3-Average; 2-So-so. 1 Difficult

Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** The unexpected COuld
set you back and encourage a
better response or a more direct
inquiry. If you are willing to back
off and do something totally different, everyone will gain. You
might have a secret that you
choose to enjoy but not share.
Tonight. The world is your oyster.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Being goal-oriented is perfectly OK. especially if you get a
lot done and create as much
possible.
as
others for their
support, especially as they easily could have been instrumental
in your success. Tonight: Make it
just for you!
good

will

Unexpected developments could turn out well. as
long as you don't push one way
or the other. You'll find answers
when you least expect it. Trust
yourself and be willing to break
out of a pattern. A new approach
pays off. Tonight: Put on music
and leave work way behind.

****

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

You are in a position in
which you might want to defer to
others. How you make what you
want happen often is surreptitious. truth be told, but it works.
Just remember not to lose your
authenticity on the way. Tonight:
Deal with a loved one threctly.

****

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

All work really doesn't
work well. You need to loosen up
some and take a break. You look
at all the mounds of work and
cannot see how taking a break
would help. You will recharge, be
more creative and more effective. Tonight: Listen to a suggestion.

***

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

**** You might have difficulty settling in and getting
ahead. You might want to rethink

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

You might be hardto come up with the
nght answer. especially as you
could be surprised by the nature
of the question Give yourself
bme to think and come up with
appropriate answers. Tonight:
Let your hair down.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Keep communication
open and flowing. Realize what
might be happening within your
immediate circle. You might not
like the answers you come up
with. If you can cal! it an early
day arid work from home, please
do. Tonight: Home is where the
heart is.

Your smile is a Surebet winner. and others respond.
even if you do something uriexpected or quirlry. Your vision of
what works might not be in
someone
with
accordance
else's. Understand the power of
magnetism. Tonight: Your treat.

*****

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Be sensitive to spending,
and make decisions accordingly.
Realize that you cannot always

***

'BORN TODAY
Rapper, actor Ice T (1958), tennis player John McEnroe (1959),
dancer Vera-Ellen (1921)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

Full Service
Grooming
For All Breeds
of Dogs & Cats

Acknowledge

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)

440
Lots For Sale

broadband data collection and
mapping activities over a twoyear period and $500,000 for
broadband planning of improvements and expansion activities
over a five-year period.
"Broadband data collection is
an integral step toward our final
goal. which is to ensure that all
regions, citizens and businesses
have the tools available to them
to compete in the 21 st century
economy." said Jonathan Miller.
secretary of the Finance and
Administration Cabinet. -The
results of this reporting and
planning process will leave us
better equipped to move our
satte and our citizens fonvai-d to
keep pace with technology."
The process of evaluating the
current accessibility of highspeed Internet access in the state
will occur in three phases: the
collection of existing broadband
services, verification of the collected data and the reporting of
the results to the NTIA.
Specifically, the statewide
assessment will include data on
the availability, speed. location
and technology type of broadband services.
Kentucky's report will be

Horoscope

You must take charge
and take the lead if anything is
going to get done. Investigate
alternatives surrounding a longterm goal. Give up monovision,
and you will see the path.
Someone demonstrates his or
her canng in a way that counts.
Tonight: Where your friends are.

****
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will witness a change. Enjoy the
new warmth. ARIES adds wit to
any conversation.
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Linseed & Supplies

9

repairs decks pressure washed and
stained 436-2228
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Beshear announces $2.1 million State
Broadband Data and Development Grant
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***** Keep reaching lor the
impossible

dream.
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Cindy Holt: Groomer
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• The first requisite
of a good citizen in
this republic of ours
is that he shall be
able and willing to
pull his own weight.
- Theodore
Roosevelt
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of
Jon Broderhausen, senior at
Murray State University, spraying seedlings at the old green
htxise on College Farm Road.
He and the rest of the Horticulture Club are preparing for
the annual plant sale.
Births reported include a
gill to Teri and Jimmy Futrell,
Jan. 24, and a boy to Nicky
and Leigh Knight, Feb. 12.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lady Lakers
won 54-50 over Paducah Tilgh
man with Tiffany Lassiter high
scorer for the Lakers; Murray
Lady Tigers won 52-51 over
Lone Oak Purple Flash with
Lindsey Lawson high scorer
for the Tigers.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School Academic Team took first place in
the Kentucky Academic Association's Governor's Cup District Tournament at Trigg County High School, Cadiz.
Births reported include a
girl to Shirley and Timothy.
Alton and a boy to Virginia
and Ray Hall, Feb. 10; a girl
to Tammy and James Harpole,
a boy to Sheri and Fred Vanderpool, Feb. I I; a boy to
Carmen and Jerry Bean and a
girl to Carolyn and Milton
Allen, Feb. 12.
Thirty years ago
Approximately 260 high
school musicians selected from
6() schools across the state
were on the Murray State University campus this past weekend participating in the University's 32nti Quad State Music
Festival. David A. Wells, director of the MSU Racer Band,
was coordinator.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers won
80-61 over Wingo with Sinoth-

erman high scorer for the Lakes;
Murray Tigers lost 55-75 to
Mayfield Cardinals with George
Williams high scorer for the
Tigers.
Forty years ago
An average of $45,83 per
hundred pounds was reported
for the sale of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market,
Batnett,
according to 011ie
reporter for the market.
Brenda Newberry is worthy
matron and Howard McNeely
is worthy patron for Murray. Star
Chapter No. 433 of the Order
of the Eastern Star.
was
Sheila
McCuiston
crowned as queen of the New
Providence Riding Club.
Fifty years ago
Rehearsals are moving into
the final stage for the 23rd annual production of "Campus
Lights" at Murray State College to be presented Feb. 1820 at the MSU auditorium.
Roger Reichmuth is director
of the show.
Jim Neely and Cecil Goode,
agricultural engineers for the
Tennessee Valley Authonty,
be guest speakers at the AdLit
Farmer Class to be h&c: at
Hazel High School on Feb.
18.
Sixty years ago
Margie Thomas, senior at
Murray State College, was one
of six students in the state of
Kentucky to receive a scholarship frotn the state organization of Delta Kappa Ganuna,
honorary' fraternity for successful leaders.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Audie
Haynes arid a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. J,D. Wall, Feb. 9. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bearfield,
Feb. 11; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Veazey', Feb. 12.

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday', Feb. 15, the
46th day of 2010. There are 319
day's left in the year. This is Presidents' Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
Ori Feb. 15, 1898, the U.S.
battleship Maine mysteriously blew
up in Havana Harbor. killink more
than 260 crew. members and bringing the United States closer to
war with Spain.
On this date:
In 1710, King Louis XV of
France was born.
In 1764, the city of St. Louis
was established by Pierre Laclede
and Auguste Chouteau.
In 1820, American surragist
Susan B. Anthony was bom in
Adams, Mass.
In 1879, President Rutherford
B. Hayes signed a bill allowing
female attorneys to argue cases
before the Supreme Court.

1p A EI

President-elect
In
1933,
Franklin D. Roosevelt escaped'an
assassination attempt in Miami
that mortally wounded Chicago
Mayor Anton J. Cormak, gunman
Giuseppe Zangara was executed
more than four weeks later.
In 1942, the British colony
Singapore'surrendered to the Japanese during World War IT
In
1944, Allied bombers
destroyed the monastery atop
Monte Cassino 1.81AWNI-tay kahSEE'-noh) in Italy.
In 1961, 73 people, including
an 18-member U.S. figure skating team en route to Czechoslovakia, were killed in the crash of
a Sabena Airlines Boeing 707 in
Belgium.
In 1965, Canada's new mapleleaf flag was unfurled in ceremonies in Ottawa.
In 1989, the Soviet Union
announced that the last of its

Murray Letiv,er & Times
COMICS/ FE KEN
Grandma adds insult to injury Alzheimer's gene testing
caused by her hurtful remark
not necessary
DEAR ABBY: My. daughter
and I haven't spoken in more

than two years because of something I said regarding her grandDEAR ABB• Y: I arn a woman
son, "Joey,• who is my greatgrandson. The last time I S4W from a family of fetnales who
this boy. who lives in another are all large-busted. Sad to say.
am the eAception. My hussuite. he w.as 7 or 8.
band not only looks but stares
N4
eaughter's when he sees a big-breasted
husband was woman. He promised me a few
expressing years ago I could get implants.
how proud He even let me consult two
he was of plastic surgeons, and then twice
Joey. who is prevented me with excuses from
a star foot- having it done.
I do not want this because
ball player - linebacker of his actions but because I
200 have always wanted a well-balDear Abby at
pounds and anced body. I have been told
over 6 feet by family members to go ahead
By Abigail
tall. I said, and get the implants without his
Van Buren
"Wow, the knowledge. I believe he would
last ttme I saw him he was 7 love the end result, but trn not
or 8 and fat as a little pig." sure this is the right way. to do
My words were not wisely cho- it. What do you think? -- NO
EXCUSES
IN
sen, but an expressioi I have MORE
used many times. It svas just a LOUISIANA
DEAR NO MORE EXCUScomment.
They left the state in early ES: I think that if you want to
spring without a call or a good- have breast augmentation, you
bye. On Mother's Day I received should do it. BUT NOT THE
a "gushy" card, which I returned WAY YOUR FAMILY IS SUGwith a note saying how much GESTING! Have a serious talk
I would have loved the card - with your husband, so you can
explain how you feel about hav- if 1 had felt It was stncere.
I am 86 and hate what has ing the surgery and he can tell
you exactly what his qualms
happened, but 1 feel I am being
punished for just "being me." are. While he may enjoy lookShould I make the first move ing at large-breasted women. he
or just let sleeping dogs lie? - manied you just the way you
- OUTSPOKEN GRANDMA IN are, and he may' be worried that
something could happen during
FLORIDA
OUTSPOKEN the procedure that could cost
DEAR
GRANDMA: You should have him the love of his life, Hear
apologized for your comment him otn.
the minute you realized you had
DEAR AB▪ BY: I am an only
struck a nerve. And returning
the card the way you did only child who has been married for
added fuel to the fire. My advice almost 30 years to a wonderful
is to write, your daughter and man who is also an only child
son-in-law ti note of apology' We have no children.
We are moving to another state
where we don't know anyone. I
am worried that one day I'll be
troops had left Afghanistan, after
all alone in the world with no
more than nitle years of military
one to tum to. (Women statisintervention.
tically tend to live longer than
Ten years ago: Republican presmen, and my husband is seven
idential rivals George A'. Bush
years my senior.)
and John McCain fought over
What do people do when
campign financing and the tenor
of theirl,nomination contest in a they have no one, and how do
testy debate in Columbia, S.C. I not let this ruin our otherwise
that includocfrdan Keyes. Fox aired great life now? -- AFRAID TO
"Who Wants to Marry a MultiBE ALONE
millionaire?,- a TV special ss'hich
DEAR AFIRAID: First of all,
generated huge ratings and much
quit preoccupying yourself with
controversy.
thoughts of death and isolation.
Five years ago: Defrocked priest
When you arrive at your destiPaul Shanley was sentenced in
nation, join a church or synaBoston to 12 to 15 years in pnson
gogue if you are religious. If
on child rape charges. Christoyou're not, find organizations
pher Pittman, a teen who claimed
where you and your husband
the antidepressant Zoloft had dnvcan volunteer time and meet
en him to kill his grandparents
people. Join social clubs if you're
at age 12, was found guilty in
moving to a sizable city. "Old
Charleston, S.C. of murder and sentenced to 30 years in prison.
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Alzheimer's
disease' Does anyone else in your
family have Alzheimer's or other
By
Dr. Peter Gott

neurological conditions'How old
are you? Are you displaying any'
symptoms or early-warning signs?
The more iaforrnation readers and
patients provide. the more accurate the answers they' will receive.
Given that I don't know these
things, I can only provide a general overview.
There are several types of
dementia. These include Lew....
body dementia. Parkinson's dernentia, normal pressure hydrocephalus
and more. however, the most common form is Alzheimer's, of which
there are two forms -- earlyonset and late-onset. AD affects
about 4.5 million asmericans.
Early-onset AD is ',are. It occurs
in people between the ages of 30
and 60 and accounts for only
about 5 percent of all cases. In
some cases, the condition is inherited and known as familial AD.

It is caused by several different
gene mutations on specific chromosomes, which cause abnormal

Nonh dealer.
Nonh-Soath vulnerable

NORTH
4A 6 2
•A K 7
•7 6 3
4A Q 7 3

EAST
•.1 8
•OI09432
I'
•8
*KO)1094
•I0982
J4
SOUTH
•K (1 7 4
V8 6 5
•A 5 2
+K 6 5
The bidding:
095

North
I 4.

3

South

East

West

I
2•
Pass
4•
PaSS
diamonds.
Openirg lead — king of
This hand was piayed many years
ago by British star Adam Meredith.
Die bidding was far arom perfect, but
that's how it went. Meredith then
proceeiksd to make four spades by an
ingenious method of play.
West 1ed the diamond king and.
when Nleredith ducked, continued
with the queen East discarded a
heart, and Meredith won the queen
with the ace. Ile then cashed the Aat-Q of spades, learning that West,
who had already. shown up with six
diamonds, also had lisur spades.
Meredith seemingly. had four sure
losers at this point — spade, a hcart
and had to find
'and two diamonds
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46 Blovv, as a volcano
49 Popular rar enamed singer
50 Oxygen pipeline
(2 wds.)
53 Livy's route
Sti CEO aides
Si High spirits
58 Verne skipper
59 NASA counterpart
60 Beatles' meter
maid
61 Oater meal

Eccentric
Var. topics
Massage
Supermodel -Macpherson
13 Length times
width
14 Ames inst.
15 Flliy's footfall
16 Stranger
18 Roil-call votes
20 Punk
21 Teams
23 Hide
25 Sleep --26 Rough-cut
28 Sheik colleague
32 River in Asia
35 Rock concert
souvenir
36 Unit of force
37 Visored military
cap
38 Fuel cartel
40 Trucker's radio
41 Shipped out
43 Mercator's ,ome
1
5
9
12
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kariv
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I Wan- NOT PIGNIFY THAT
COMMENT ValTH A RESPONSE
(

can and by watching for signs
and symptoms.

a way to eliniinate one of them. This
voulti have been easy to accomplish
had thc dubs been diaided 3-3, but
Meredith realized that this was
unlikely. to be the case.
After long thought, he concluded
that his best ettance fur the...contract
was to iry. to convert his spade losea
into his 10th trick by. rutting a diamond!
Accordingly', he led a heart to the
king at trick six. iiad West shown
out, it would have meant he had three
clubs, assuring the contract. But
West followed suit, and Meredith
then played the A-8 of clubs.
When West followed to both
clutra Meredith knew he had the
contract in the bag. He led another
club toward dummy's O-7. It would
have done West no good to ruff, so
he discarded a diamond. Dummy
sa'on with the queen and continued
with the sever. of clubs. Whei. East
played the ten, Nieredith discarded
his last diamond!
East was now forced ai return a
heart. Again West could not gain by
rufling, so he discarded another dia.
mond. Meredith won the hean with
dummy's act and ruffed a diamond
as West helplessly follovs'ed suit, and
thegamesaashome.
It might appear that if Last ruffs
the second diamond lead, the contract eannot be made. la Mat case.
however, South can Still COMC TO 10
tricks byr eventually SAILICC/111 i:ast
in beans alai clubs.
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defining a single person's specific risk.
There is no great advantage
to undergoing. the test. You would
be better served by. learning as
much about the condition as you

Answer to Previous Puzzle

.

VUJELL I'M OFF \

Alzheimer's. but it does increase
the risk.
There is no known way to
determine who will develop AD
arid who will not. According to
the National Institute on Aging,
a division of the National Institutes of Health, most researchers
believe that APOE testing is beneficial only for studying AD nsk
in large groups of people, not for

Contract Bridge

age' will happen years from
now, if you're lucky. And regardless of what 'statistics" say, you
could go before your husband
so stop worrying and enjoy
the time you have together.

ACROSS

i -

IE

Dr. Gott

developing the condition. It is
known as the apolipoprotein E
(APOE) gene. There are several
forms of this gene, but APOE 2,
3 and 4 occur most frequently.
APOE 2 appears to be somewhat rare but may provide some
protection against AD. Those with
who do develop
this type
Alzheimer's typically do so later
than others.
APOE 3 IS the most common
form. It is thought to play a neutral role, neither increasing nor
decreasing risk.
APOE 4 is found in about 40
percent of all late-onset AD sufferers but occurs tn about 25 percent tcs 30 percent of the population. Having this gene does not
rnean a person will develop
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diagnosis? Is
he under the
are of a neurologist
or

do almost always lead to the
development of AD.
Late-onset AD develops in those
over the age of 60 and accounts
for the remaining 95 percent of
AD sufferers. No specific gene
has been found to cause AD. but
there is a predisposing genetic
factor that increases the risk of
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old is your
father?
At
whin age was
he diagnosed?
What are his
symptoms? Is
there
any

proteins to be formed. If one parent is affected, a child has a 50
percent chance of inheriting one
of these mutations, and those that
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My father
has Alzheimer's disease. Should
I be tested for the APOE 4 allele?
I would like to know what I'm
facing.
DEAR READER: Your short
note has a complex answer. I
must start by asking some quesHow
tions

and do it soon, because at 86,
you don't hase any time to
waste
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22 As to (2 wds.)
23 Won every
game
24 Type of sock
27 British school
29 Not your
30 Machu Picchu
founder
31 Soldiers in
gray
33 Billing dept.
34 Says "yeth"
39 Hoosegow
42 The heavens
44 Making a Dr,VY
45 After a while
46 Icicle locale
47 Tears away
roughly
48 Big Dipper
bear
49 Sicilian landmark
51 Woodcutter in
'Arabian
Nights''
52 Not lean
54 "Down under"
bird
55 Be a thief

